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CIAPTER I

?1E WAUU AN~D ORCUIZAT!ON OF OTHL STUDY

1. THS PROBL5

The recent establishment Ln the United States of

an operational missile force has focused att.ention on the

zigantie task bf managing 5ifltsneously t no any facets

Of missile devlopeMm#f, t*et-site €COnf3t•uctiof, Cons•,rUC-

tion and deployment of sites throughout the country, and

activation of the completed hardware and facilit•.es into

operative weapon systems. The planning and controlling

of this effort was based on the concept of concurrency,

involving the eop6e$ssion of tizoe-scheduling fror. the st!?t

of the developmnt of the weapon system until it reached

the inventory stalp. The elaborste nd to'plex techniques

developed to eoem l this proarm ore but a shall portion

of Wese being studied and refined by the United States

Air Force. Another control system currently in use was

developed by the. $tru•ele Air Cofand to aid in their

manage l problems.

T he M.anagelment Control Syste" was in•tit~uted by the

Streteic Air Command during the early Fifties in respo:.se

to the eed for absolute control of a strik'•e-force dis-

parWed world-wide, but capable of instant response 'to
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etWasl emad. It still survives in zuch the same form

as initially deised. The Strategic . r Co=.and currently

cepises $16.2 bltles worth of resources, and a quarter

.1111cm pwsosmml. It's operating budget exceeds ,1.J

bnio . A fleibl*e, sophisticated control system• Is

m t if these reources are to be maintained in the

tare demanded of the%.

It iwmi's parpose of this Investigartion and analysis

(1) to deecriW the scope and operation of the Vnagezent

Control Systen as used by the Strategic Air Com~and and the

?aetleal Air Ceo-.vd; (2) to outline the requirements of

eebh of thee comoands for an integrated control syste1;

(3) to appraese the efficiency and effectiveness of the

4me mt Control System; (4) to exarine the ctpplicability

of the 8#ytef to other ortgnitations; end (5) to suggest

possible refinements and corrctlvons to the system.

11. IKPCRW;CS AND SCOPE C" ~3~

The Air Force Is faced -4th the prob:.e- of naintain-

a m aerospace force capable of instant retaliation wit i

mibilatlve eStresth again!t any aggressor's warmaking

Pe"IY. With the emphasis on deterrenee of avression,

it has been necessary to sustain this effort ever a pro-

tsned Priod. The cost of thig to the NItion hMs been



treac, and the resources available are not un.imited. The

cnnual cost of eauipping, maintaini M , .. o erating he.

A ?Orce, currently about Q15.9 billion,1 is 16 per c..%nt

of the Federal administrative budget and close to two and

one-hnif per cent of the country's gross national product.

Necessarily, then, the amount of money and resources

expended by the military is limited by the strength of the

economy. if these limitations are not recognized and

heeded, the resultant force might ;.rovid- a na-cirurn of

short-run security at the expense of future economic growth,

'nd so, weaken the hation' s long-run ability to resist

aggression. Cost, along with military aspects, must be

considered in the plnnning and operation of the 7erospace
force.

Even so, the price for -aintain-n- the peace is

enormous. In part, this is caused by the necessity of

defending against a potential force which can be delivered

from almost any directicn. The length of time from initial

detection of th4 ene-:;v attack to his zi1ne-over-target has

shrunken to about twenty minutes. A defense a3ainst a

threat suchas this reouires extre-:r-:y complex, specialized

equipment o-erated by highly s_. technici,;ns. It must

o.,.ted oSt•tes Eureau of the "-udiet. The uget cf ch,-P
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be flexible to counter various tactics, and incorporate the

-~es+ adva nces of our rap id ly changing technologies. 1;ac h

c~l s-ce recu-Isites '.s excpensi*ve, and ito I-roper control,

p-rohibitive-ly so.

Ther-efore, one of the problems of the commander of

P combst or-anization is to -inintain a constlant and ade-

quate state of rendiness wi t.I linited rescurces o0. men and

nncer-Lel. The only w.'ay this is possible is by' establish-

in- proper object-ives and di-rect-ing. the en~tire organitation.

toward th~em. A necessary correlate is a responsive, inform,-,-

tiv/ co~ntrcl system.
A second, compelling reason for an organization such

as the Strat.egi-,c Air Command to have elaborate ccntrols

over- its subordinate units is the totality of tetype war-

f~re for ..hich it orepý,res. Fcr them, there is no op-portunity

to test- t~heikr capabilities under -'.conditions and then

make adjust-nents for deficiencies. Sco, the control system

Must provide the -n~iander with informn-ion which is a

realistic simulation of corý-bat potential. This information

mut be both tiely and complete

liemuch has been done to perfect th e i.'<ann'-ment

k.cntrol System, a constant, revie- lis necessar-y tVo further

adapt the s~ysteni to the changing rneed~s Of the using agency.

LiMitatior~s to the study. The rmnjor focus of the



~udv is nr 3vl:ti the eff~c-.venecs and efft~c~cncy of

t~h ~~ewzt crn~o. yt The investigio only

~fCC2l~i ocrr nass~n Lthe indiividual

.tens, cove-red by Ithe systenI. This iS due -n-rtiy to the

vtoriance bcktween the wwo m-ajor users, t~he Stra'ý,kti~c Air

rClom~ntnd xn.d tvhve Tactical Air 'Comcannd, and pnrtoly to the

cl~sssified nature of somne o,44 t-h en.- -part icula rly th-ose in

the Orerations Prea.

An c~x:ýIination of the objec~t~vss and or,,anization

-f he usins commnands is incladeti o-7- to establish para-

r~.eters tor inquiry, into the value of the control systeri.

T'I. PiZE-VIOU.S IXVJE3ýTPATI0S 0F' :7! SUTj~J~rr

T1he Ma I ag e ne, t.t Contzrol Systeni is sulb'ect to .constant-

revet ; ýnd recommendatio~ns for its ooc~n re specific--

ally enco,ýraced by the imipl e-:en tin g reg-ulptons. How%.e ver,-

the main ffocus of these studies has been tosdperfecting

the staendards, Pnd'adiu-,ting the ,-3,,:ht.3 giver. if-ens. !.ore

is .- rittcrn about this portion of i~ yt: n the next

chanter. in addition, as a Syste~n emibrac~nr al-osts 350,000I

persons, it- i3 reaslor.3ble to expect that the hn:ct

;.Cont.r!:oL System has been exakied in rtlaff studies a-nd re-

~e d s -ud-.,s by at, least sci-.e o:.....:e') Ci;a

essa2ys ~ra rocuirsýd by varioyus Ai rce Cc,`oo2 F for .idi<-



tion1) and the systen. al~nost certain!; h:-s been the subject

Ck A. a O:-, of tee
"ICwevcver, most of these studies are concerzied wit~h

eihr e~isuring, standards involved. or assessi:-.g the degree

Cf eqU i va 1e r. ce of the reports\, with the actual. performance.

~on e of these have been received by the MPriannement Analysis

;Ivision of~ the Strateric Air Conmand, the or-anization

gsine'i the responsibility for sysoi .i~~r h chief

CI'I -,his divis-'on has encourr::cd: this w.articular study. 2

Cul-ther, the Air University Library at 14axw*ell Air Forc.e
>nse hras no studies of h y" ~ io ie

Ov RGA:%IzATICH0 O'Il V,~ MiIMSS

The the's is is divided into- five chapters. Chapter I

isa.- 4-ktroduction to the st-ady. Definitions of telr-is as

they are used in this thesis are cantaihedd ir. Appe~ndix A.
Chpter IIcontan a dechte % nes11to of4th

!'annleme,.t Control Syste:i -as used by both thae Strategic Ai:

Coimrand and the Tactical Air Coomm~and. Co,..o-riLSOnSi :are

d.-awn betwemen the twro svstenýc to rt.-flecti sm css

the diff'erences between the two coi.nr~ds with their Con-

2 Let-'e. from- ̂ olonel D. H.Iulien to Captain ',-enne%,t
Zinnecker-, 'Thr:-ch 10, 1964.



II I is hist,-,r-.cpal inet~.~nof funda-

:yt0Is. 1-ndividual factors c' each, ne selected for

thw -'a:3 rz.c b i i ty to '3 miitý-ry coritr:ýl Bystc:m. Finally,

*the .:nn .7e-,ent. Control Sy s em is satprai~dd accordin6 to

these selected c u ali f Ic at ion s

ChI~a1 ,er is a contiLnuatiu of the cuali tative

* tudv b e-un in the previous; chn ter It c ntars a

3u'-'ective evaluation of the ~ae tClon-troll Syst%-em based

on the o-inions an4 experiences of individuals ..orking th

i.n ,.-nc syst-em- at the tvii~e of thest¾

Chapter V is za su~a~ry of the major findings, ard

~cnt.3:n-s co~nclusions based on, the findizngs ofL the various

irwesti-atio:ns. T-his latter section also includes sug'ges-

'!:ons for improvenent of'the M'anagerent Control Svstemi.



CHA•TE?. iI

r*sCRIP!ION'; OF THE YANA302IENT CONTROL SSEI,, T12 TACTI'AL

AIR cM.... * AIND TF " T, T GIC AI...• ,'- ":AND

This chapter is devoted to a description o-f the

Nanaaement Control Systems used by the Tactical Air Coociand

(TAC) and the Strategic Atr Co.mand. (SAC). It details the
objectives of the system, and the scoring procedures.

Ictu.l confutations of several scored items are included

ns exa=Iple of the recording process; these rezults are

a±so shown in their final-report formnat,

:he second major part of this chapter is a brief

record of the missions, operations, and needs of SAC and

"TA.. This will be used as the basis for subcseuent inquiry

into the effectiveness of the "anngement Control System.

. THE :A.UAE-'N,.T CON-&ROL SYS=--.:

The :-Ianagement Control System, also referred to as

.CS, is a detailed procedure for uniformly nnd precisely

..e!surinr mission capability and management of rescurces of

t-.- of the 'United States Air Force's combat commnnds--Stra-

te,;iz Air Co-.mand and Tactical Air Command• It provides a

method for identifying problem areas and defirnin l - action

required at all levels to correct the problems. Beyond



; ý.ysytei and pat" a~ 3ys-e:-. -h- profit and

Las~.tte~:ntof lcuiiness or.-aniz -,tions is siiilar ir.

iprir'cipler 'Co the Y',ýnarre-ent Control Statencnt, the major~

:~ytc~ t~t.Unlike the na'jor ýccou~tn. -n n control

~yst~s f oLine~, te ~S masures perfor:-'ance in terris

of fixeJ num~be.-s of paoints raither than doillrs. The

niumber of noint,, w w .A s alloted to e-c- fu-nction vsry according,

-;C the anmount of co:--.-a-n-d amnha s is desi red.

saldin 10949 1:the S3,trrtegic Air. 'Conm,-nd, the

::.re~r~tControl S3ystem was nltered and nditod dur-inZ,

tLhe early &.-'itie s to ;;id i&-.h control of the Nation's

crowin.,- strzitegic bonmber force. Since that t-ime the

-iethods of re portin h~ave been modified, the itzems bei~nC

7n 3,1 -e-) hatve changed, and 'he -oint. -Lehss aebe

riltered, but the miin objectives of the system. have re-aino,4

conZ,;ant thfroughout this evolution. it still- e;:iots-_ as -,n

inte:rral -,art of the total nane.aet yro to ,--*d co.-.1

7,~nders a-t all. levels3 in directiLnF their or,:-cni:-tiJons to

the acco~n--'Uhrient of t' e m'-Ision.

Conto2.~y~cc~-j (~fut~ir C~e Pa o, i2' I nury 9V
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General Walter Sweeny, Jr. used the syste:r -

fully as co-.'nder of SAC's Eighth Air Force. Upon assign-

-ornt •s Cooirnnder, Tactical Air Uommend, he irnstatlled the

S;yste-7. in that co-mxwnd. "U.hile there "'re rinor differences

between the systens used by SAC and TAC, they are identical

in their rHnior aspects. The differences are due to vari-

ances i., the objectives and operations of the two commands

which are treated later in this chapter.

The objectives of the system are to:

Sa. Evaluate the effectiveness of a unit toward
attaining and maintaining combat capability.

b. Determine the status of important tactical
mnnagement and base management functions in rela-
tion to com-mand standards and goals.

c. Relate availability and effective utiliza-
tion of resources to the requirements of assigned
task:s.

d. Provide the indicators of problem areas which
affect the conmand mission.

e. Emphasize functions and programs vital to main-
taining combat capability. 2

If all of these objectives and the basic spirit of

",.*S were summed up in one sentence, it woul- be something

close to the last objective listed: "Emphasize functions

and programs vital to maintaizi.ng combat c-rpability." 3 The

2 Headquarters Strategic Air Com, and, 2D. cit., p. 1-1.

3 ibid.
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wide range of coverage of MC3 is cetod by the word

"miaintaining". This requires a flexible, res.ponsive tool

which is capsble of reacting positively to changes in

command objectives. The system is designed to implement

the new requirement as well as sustain the established

operation as long as it is needed. It does this, primarily,

through its capability for altering the focus of cornand

emphasis. This is accomplished by varying the relative

weight of the scored items.,

The ScorinE Procedure

Approximately forty items are scored under MICS. The

scoring is done monthly with major su:maries each three

months. The number of items scored is not important as it

can change in response either to a new requirement or to

the decline or de-emphasis of one n beig. However, the

distribution of points to the a z reas is important.

The Operations area receives about 45 per cent of the total

possible points; Materiel receives about 35 per cent;

Personnel receives 10 per cent; and the remaining 10 per

cent is alloted to items which, properly, would be classi-

fied under several still different categories. W'hile the

distribution may change among these areas, over a period

of time they have remained relatively constant, and their

ranking has remained the sa:ne. 'T'able I shows the breakdown
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TABLE I

ELEtF;TS AND ALLOCATED POI2•-, 1"Y AiZAS, O THE TAG
i,[A•AG.CENT CONTROL SYSf!., (1'.Z'TiCAL FIGHTi.R WING)

EL•.E T ALLOCATED POINTS

OPERATIONS
Aircrew Training IMIinimums 700

Unit Training Accomplishments 500
Aircrew Combat Readiness 500
Aircrew Upgrading 400
Unit Reliability 400
Airrew Reliability 600
Crew Proficiency 400
deceiver Refueling Efficiency 300
Fom-ard Air Controllers 20, 0Jup Reedy ?o:rard Air Controllers 200
Flying Safety 300
Gun Camera Strafe 100

TOTAL. 4600

MAINTENANC E

Sortie 1,Management 300
.Sortie Cancellations 300
Sortie Additions 200
Early/Late Takeoffs 100
Shop Repair Capability 75
Engine Repair Capability 50
Periodic Inspection Tu-rnaround 100
Cannibalization 200
Direct Productive Labor Utilination 100
Direct Productive Labor Docu-mentation 100
i.!aintenance Overtir¶ 100
":ecapons Loading Ca wility 250
Training Events Lost 300

TOTAL 2175

SUPPORT

Aircraft Not Operationally Ready-Supply 350
Demand Response 175
Delivery Priority Time 100
'Flyaway Kits 75
:,otor Vehicle Pana,-ement 150
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31;IPQRT fCQN"IIS'3D)10
C ommissary Operation 100Bass Sohang;e Operation 150

Flre Incidents 100
Utilita*,ion Civil Engineer ?ers:rs..l 100
Civil nn•ineer Control Center Qpsraýion 150
Civil Engineer Obligation Rate

0?TAL 1550

Officer ?.anning In Re;uired ; i.lsialtiSe$ 100
;Airu•n i;annlng In Required 3pecialties 100
On-The-Yob Training 200
;.iron Retention 150
Officer Eftectiveness Report Dis:rerincies 50
Orficer Open ..ees Mnageaement 150
Lon-co1isaioned Officer Open Veas V•anagenent .

TOTAL 900

Information Activities 100
$.eurity 200
Flying Wafety 100
Oroun4 Safety 200
Physical Fitness 100
w1eirht Control 100
Zxerees* "Itun Fast" 200
;:.-ierent o! Training Deviees ?2O

TOTAL 12O0

taRM4 TOZAL POINTS 1~2
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cf items by area and point v.ilue for the TAC system. Point

allocation is basically the same for the SAC system.

"The significance of the point distribution is the

large amount of attention centered on the two areas which

have the immediate responsibility for maintaining the

aerospace vehicles (both planes and missiles) in a strike

condition, for launchir•;-,the force, and for completing the.

mission as planned. The other base functions are certainly

.necessary for the continuing performance of the unit. Even

so, the major burden for planning and pursuing aerospace

combat rests with Operations, and in a combat command, this

must, necessarily, receive top priority. The manner in

which both SAC and TAC have imposed the weight of their

control systems reflects a clear recognition of this

principle.

Oerations area. The items evaluated in the Opera-

tionb area are primarily concerned either with combat

training completed during the quarter or with proficiency

in maneuvers common to a strike mission. The Management

Control System measures not only the quantity and quality

of crew training, but also the efficiency with which the

flying hour is used. 4 For instance, the TAC system awards

4 Pearl, o-o. cit., p. 19.
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its largest number of points to =he iten Aircraw Training

iinimwms. Various training mnnu_!z specify In detail the

:inimu.tm quantity of :raining for each crew each training

period. This is to assure that a certain balance in train-

ing activity is achieved and that wide variations in

activity are eliminated during the training cycle. Tnv

I:anagement Control System reports the percentage of all

combat-ready aircrews assigned which have performed these

minimum requirements. Another item measures the unit

reliability in the delivery of nuclear and non-nuclear

ordnance. This element will be examined in detail later in

the chapter, but basically, it facilitates an estimate of

the probability for success in one aspect of weapon delivery.

The SAC system allocates its lnrgest number of points

for bomber units to Bombing Reliability. The item measures

the skill of radar bombing against industrial targets. The

navigator-bombardiers receive practice in target identifica-

tion as they appear on their radarscopes. Radar Bcmb

Scoring (RBS) sites are situated near cities all across the

Nation, and the bombers make their practice runs against

these target complexes. Using a combination of radio and

radar contact between aircraft and.RS site, the command

can actually score the effectiveness of each of its combat

crews without a single bomb being dropped. The course of
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the bomber is automatically tracked on a ploting board.

Az the rment it would release its weapon, the bomber

signals the scoring site by radio. 5 The scoring site then

computes the probable point of impact and measures the

distance from impact to the intended target. h:tether the

distance off-target is within the criteria established as

satisfactory will determine its reliability.

Minimum Proficiency Training is SAC's title for an

item very similar to TAC's Aircrew Training Minitums.. The

individual requirements are itemized and explained in SAC

?"ianual 50-8. Also included are reliability standards when

they pertain.. While these are only several of the items

included in Operations, they give some idea of the type

elements measured by MCS.

Maintenance area. This concerns only maintenance

which is performed on the aircraft or missiles. Highest

priority in both the SAC and the TAC systems is given the

generation of sorties according to schedule. Fairly strict

adherence to a pro-planned schedule has been proven

essential to successful management of a flying program. This

schedule is prepared one week ahead, and specifies when each

5 United States Air Force, Reserve Officer Training
Corp., Fundamentals of Aerospace Weapon Systems (Washington:
Government Printing U0fice, 1961), p. 299.
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airplrne in the unit will fly. The scheiule is developed

by representatives from Operations and Fiaintennnce, and

.:5 us-ally the result of so:.e ne,-,,tiation be'w-en the two

g',roups. Operations determines how =Rny sorties they Will

need to acc-implish their training require-tents, and r1ain-

tenance estimates how mnny planes they can have available

based on past performance. "..hen the predicted need exceeds

the planned availability, comproinise is necessary. now-

ever, once the schedule is agreed on and printed, any

deviation, other than one allowed by the applicable regula-

tions, will reduce the number of points awarded this item.

An example of an allowable deviation would be the failure

of a sortie to launch as scheduled due to extremely poor

local weather conditions.

The Maintenance area yields an examrle of an item

which is included in the TAC system, and wvhich was once

included in the SAC system but dropped due to its great

irnprovement and consequent reduced need for comrnnd atten-

tion. The item is Cannibalization, and it denotes the

practice of stripping parts from one aircraft to repair

another. The innate futility of such*; practice is obvious,

and the usual result is cumulative ineffectiveness. It is

generally done as a result of either the needed part not

being available in Supply, or there - .nsufficipn t4ime



to get the needed part through bnse supply channels and

still make a scheduled takeoff. The TAC system effectively

ciscourages the practice, at least for the latter reason,

by penalizing the unit more for cannibalizing the part than

can be gained by making an on-time takeoff.

Other areas. Besides the two major areas, Operations

and 1.1aintenance, the remaining two areas each receive about

ten per cent of the total points. Each control system has

P Support area which includes such things as supply response

capability, and the effectiveness of motor vehicle manage-

men%.

TIb final area is named Base M4anagemient by SAC while

TAC has two sub-areas, Personnel and General. Each com-

prises many of the same elements such as Airrian Retention

which measures the percentage of airmen re-enlisted to those

eligible. Weight Control and Physical Fitness Testing

reflect the increased interest by Headquarters USAF that

all personnel maintain at least a specified minimam level

of physical fitness.

The versatility and pervasiveness of the Ilanagement

Control System is readily apparent in this area. From reten-

tion, to weight control by personnel, to the degree of safe

operation of all ground equipment, to the profitability of

the Officers' Club bar, the local co-•ander is constantly
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reminded of the contributory effect which these itens make

to the mis3ion.

"Thi3 discussion of the allocation of points among

the areas covered by 14CS and the description of items

typic+l to the areas is necessarily brief. Entire manuals

are devoted to the precise delineation of items. This

includes the exact scope of performance, the standards

involved, and in some cases, even the procedures for
-cco-:plishing the items. W'hile all of these factors are

essential precedents to ei'ective control, a close examina-

tion of them is beyond the scope of this paper.

As mentioned above, YCS serves the local commander

as a constant reminder of the importance of integrating the

various elements of his command. He is constantly apprised

of the standing of his unit by a base-level Yanagement

Analysis Section. This section gathers the reports of other

base agencies and tabulates the results. as they become

available. In addition to this interim score-keeping func-

tion, the Analysis Section also prepares and submits the

required monthly and quarterly reports to higher headquarters.

The computation at base level of the unit scores has been

found to be a valuable means of instilling a sense of

participation at the bottom levels of the organization.
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The Review Procedure

"Both SAC and TAG provide for mandatory review of

,their Vanagement Control Systems. OAC requires a yearly

major review which consists of:

A complete review of every item in the SAC Ma!anage-
ment Control System including any proposed new items.
A major review will include all details of the scor-
ing procedures of each item and re-evaluation o
coverage and point values of the entire system.e

Besides studying the functional aspects of the system, the

Review Committee has authority for far more inclusive

action. It must:

At each major review, consider recommended changes,
additions and/or deletions to .ICS areas. These re-
commendations can be from any level, i.e., Headquarters
SAC staff, numbered air forces or-from committee
members. In addition to considering changes to specif-
ic MCS items, the Committee has the authority to re-
view the purpose of the IMCS, the philosophy behind
the system, the general areas included in the KICS
and any other proposals pertaining o the VMCS which
the Committee may deem appropriate.'

The review is conducted by the Commanders' Review

Committee which is composed of four field commanders. Each

of the three numbered air forces within the continental

United States is represented by at least one of the committee

members. Additional members may be added as needed. Tenure

is limited to no more than three major reviews, and since a

6 Headquarters Strategic Air Command, o_. cit., p. 2-1.

7Ibid., p. 2-2.
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n•jor revie-w- nay be convened whenever it is required, this

could be less than three years. The replacenent of commit-

.ee memberý3 after a period of service affords a degree of

continuity while assuring a constant supply of new ideas.

In addition to the major reviews, the Com-nittee also

initiates routine changes to the system. A Routine Change

night be "Any revision to scoring procedures, addition or

daletion of items which requires a change to . . . the

scoring mnnual." 8 Approval of these changes by the Commit-

tee may be made by telephone, letter, or message, and so

it.~ediate action is possible when necessary.

Before any major changes are considered by the

Comittee, extensive staff work is required of the agency

suggesting the change. The minimum information furnished

the Review Committee must include the following:

1. Clear definition of the item. This includes the
experience to be measured, the experience not to be
measured and the proportion of c.. l experience that is
included. For example, for measuring aircraft schedule
deviations, show a list of the categories of sorties
and deviations to be included end another list showing
the sorties and deviations not to be included. Also
show the percentage of all s::ties and the percentage
of all deviations to be included.

2. Show an experience trend, .SAC average for the
item and each sub-item, if any, .broken down as applica-
ble by weapon system or any other logical basis for the
past three or four months.

3. Show the scoring table to be used, if any.

8Ibid., p. 2-1.

A
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&. Show the scores that e-ch unit v0o;ld nave
reeived for the latest scorir.r, period f~r w-ich
data Is available.

5. List the source for tne dats . .

6. It the proposal is to chanpe an iten previously
scored, show the o d method and the proposed new
method of searing.4

It the Commlttee favors a change, thetr recommenda-

,I*. is submitted to the Conan. er in Chief, SAC, for his

final appoval. The approved chonge .1 then distributed

zo the field ooesunds for i--ý1lwentatlon.

The Tactical Air CoGand has .iuch the ar procedure

with their Review P1nel. It meets quarterly and tenure of

ma erthip Is normally, three m.eet•n:,s or slihntly less than

oat year.

C atigos and fatorts -- Unles

The main substance of the 9,snagement Control Systen

is its Wformation-gathering feature. The dcite must be

processed accurately and quickly if it is to be of any value

to the Soomander in his control function, ini the resul-s

must be presented clearly and concisely.

In order to show the methods used in gathering the

data and presenting it in usable form, ex-ples of ,Atual

eoop4tateons are present*e. The ex.,aples were dr•'wn from

the dIfferent areas and from each Control 3ystem. 'hile

p2-3
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all have high point wlues for their arevs, thety were

seleeted mainly to illustrate every feature of the com.-•ta-

tion iand presentation of MCS out-put.

The tirt ex&aple Is Sorties Delivered from the SA4

syste. The coputation is the simplest of the three. Cn-

The-Job Training, also from the SAC systeq, is next. The

final example is Unit Reliability from the 7AA syste~n. It

uses a c0¶pliteted formule, and although son- of its

elements are classified and so will not be discussed, the

menner in whien they are presented will be s3owin.

Isteles Deliere. "This item measures the ability

of the mvintenanee organisation to deliver aircraft on the

date and time required br the weekly . . . [flying schedule."7ý

Its purpose Is to reduce the number of last-minute and

Ineffilient chanps to plans. All sorties 1.unched are not

Subjeet to this requirement. for instance, flights for the

purpose of testing the plane are exernted. A careful defini-

tisi Is made of those sorties which are counted under this

Item. Normally; this includes all tho~e scho•d'led for the

purpose of conbat crew training. The basic firgures are

extreted fro3 the weekly flying schedules and totaled for

She training period.

p. 6-15.
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The rating, then, is based on the total number of

chargeable sorties scheduled as compared to those scheduled

but cancelled for maintenance, supply, or materiel reasons.

The score is computed by determining the percentage delivered

to scheduled. This percentage is then applied to the total

points alloted the item. This direct conversion is the

simplest method used in the scoring process, and requires

no scoring table as does the next case. The formula is as

follows:

Chargeable Sorties Minus Sorties
Not Delivered as Scheduled Per cent Sorties

hargeable Sorties .. 0Delivered as Scheduled

Example:

Total chargeable sorties - 352
Chargeable cancellations - 6

352 -6 = 98.29 Per Cent Sorties Delivered As Scheduled
352 Round to 98.3 Per Cent.

Item weight is 300 points for bomber units.

98.3% x 300 = 295.9 Points Earned.

Airman On-The-Job Training. "This item measures the

extent to which a base partici~ates in the Airmen On-The-Job

Training Program and the effectiveness of the program

implemented."Il Its purpose is to increase the technical

llIbid., p. 8-1.
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abilities of the enlisted personnel.

The item is composed of three sub-items which are

scored semi-annuaily. The sub-items are In-training,

Number Passing Tests Versus Number Tested, and Upgrading.

The scorin; of each reqfaires a scoring table, but the

tables vary considerably in detail as will be seen. The

basic data for all three elements is extracted from the

Airman-On-The Job Training (OJT) Report.

In-Training ".. measures the extent to which

eligible airmen are entered into training." 1 2 Only ten

points are alloted this sub-item, but the necessity for a

high degree of participation to earn these is apparent from

the scoring criteria. Points are earned only if performance

is in the top one per cent possible. Anything less than

99 per cent participation results in no points being earned.

The'formula is as follows:

Total in Traininx
Total Eligible for OJT x 100 Per Cent in Training

Example:

Total in Trainizig - 1629
Total Eligible for OJT - 1629

x 100 = 100.0 Per cent in Training. Scoring criteria
provide ten Points Earned.

1 2 ibid., p. -2.
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Number Passing Tests Versus Number Tested ".

measures the effectiveness of training through the ability

of trainees to cualify on upgrading tests." 1 3  The sub-

item is alloted 150 points, and the scoring table is seen

-o provide considerably greater latitude for less-than-

perfect performance than did the previous one. The

formula is as follows:

Total Number Passing Tests x 100 Per Cent Passing Tests

Total Number Tested

Table II is used to determine Points Earned.

Example:

Total Number Passing Tests - 464
Total Number Tested - 529

6x 100 =87.71 Per cent Passing Tests. Round to 87.7 Per
5129 cent.

Fnter 87.7 Per Cent Passing Tests into Table II to obtain
150 Points Earned.

Upgrading "... measures the ability of bases to

upgrade the eligible airmen through quality training." 1 4

Ninety points are alloted the element, and the scoring table

differs from either of the first two by having its big

point-break at the top rtther than the bottom of the table.

The formula is as follows:

13Tbid.p. 8-3.

1 4 Ibid., p. 8-5.
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TABLE II

SCORING TABLE FOR ITE,
"??UiBER PASSING TESTS VERSUS IJ.U.-BE TESTED"

Fercent Passing Tests P'oints Earned

,86.0 - 10.0 150.0
85.0 - 85.9 145.0
84.0 - 84.9 140.0
83.0 - 83.9 135.0
82.0 - 82.9 130.0
81.0 - 81i9 125.0

O.O - 80.9 120.0
79.0 - 79.9 115.0
78.0 - 78.9 110.0
77.0 - 77.9 105.0
76.0 - 76.9 100.0
7.5P.0 - 75.9 95.0
74.0 - 74.9 90.0
73.0 - 73.9 85.0
72.0 - 72.9 80.0
71.0 - 71.9 75.0
70.) - 70.9 70.0
69,0 - 69.9 65.0
68.0 - 68.9 60.0
67.0 - 67.9 55.0
66.0 - 66.9 50.0
65.0 - 65.9 45.0
64.0 - 64.9 40.0
63;0 - 63.9 35.0
62.0 - 62.9 30.0
61.0 - 61.9 25.0
60.0 - 60.9 20.0
59.0 - 59.9 15.0
58.0 - 5S.9 10.0
57.0 - 57.9 5.0
00.0 - 56.9 0.0

r



Average Number Upgraded minus Average
in Training for Excessive Period x 100 Per Cent Up-
T"otal Number in Training at the graded

End of the Previous Scoring Period graded

The averages referred to are those of the two training peri-

ods within the reporting period due to the semi-annual

nature of this item. Table III is used to determine Points

Earned.

Sxample:

Average Number Upgraded - 282
Average in Training for Excessive Period- 34
Total in Training at the End of the

Previous Scoring Period - 968

968 x 100 25.61 Per Cent Upgraded. Round to 25.6
Per Cent.

Enter 25.6 Per Cent Upgraded into Table III to obtain 80.0

Points Earned.

The Points Earned for the sub-items are added together

to determine the score for Airman On-The-Job Training.

Sub-Items Points Earned
In Training 10.0
Number Passing Tests 150.0
Upgrading 80.0

240.0

Unit Reliability. This item, a portion of the TAC

system, measures the combat wing's operational proficiency

in various types of ordnance delivery. The purpose is to

determine the per cent of such training which meets the

criteria established as satisfactory. It applies information

extracted from the Aircrew Status and Training Report.
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TABEL III

SCOIN0 TAULI FORl ITCU~lA10

4 Points ý.?rwned

27.0 - 100,0 90.0 90.0
26.0 -26,9 85.0 90.0
25.0 - 25.9 80.0 $5.0
24.0 - 24.9 75.0 S.).0
2),0- 23.9 '/0.0 75.0
22.0 - 22.9 65.0 70.0
21.0 - A1.9 6(,.0 c,5.0
20.U - a,.9 55.0 60.0
19.0 - 19. 510.C, 55.0
17.4- 18.) I.0. 50.0
15.0 - 16.9 4i...0 45.0
13 - 14.9 35.e 4,o.0

.- .9 30.. 35.0
9.0 * 10,9 25.0 30.0
7.0 9 .9 20.0 25.0
5.0 a 6.9 15.0 20.0
00 409 10.0 i5.0

-" 2.9 5.0 1J.0
0
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UnrelLable aetivtty attrl'mted to improper main•euan:e

or asterial mlftnetomie Is not counted as an attempt. The

Item seeks to measure unit effetiveness soltly as a fuNe-

ties of pilot performanoe.

The Item Is eoored quear-erly, and the scoring is

dons by direet oenversion of ;er cent reliable to total

points alloted. Por exuple, 355 points are the total

possible. Four feralas are uted in the co••utation of

the i•eo. They are as follows:

100 0 x 100 2 Per cent Successful

2. Per eoat SueeoeoAfl x Reliability Factor 8 Adjusted Item
Rellability

3. AdjuStd It*& Reliability x Allocated Points a Earned

Points

"bu ISM &LP8 X 100 8 Per cent Unit. Reliability

The eesomtatlone of the item are shown in Table IV. Average

UnIt rGelabilit ean be found by divlding the earned points

by the total allocated.

When the sooring process is completed, the reports

are sent torvid to go=&a;. -urtaers. T'he report on

Unit Reliability is shown in Figure 1, page 32. At headquar-

teas the rePOrt are COMpiled into a single Kannje~ent1 on-

tr01 Statesent which is then distributed to the subordinate
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I -TA.C*T28
"NAGCEMENT CONTROL DATA XXX TAC TRW rcloo ccvz1TAC ...

APrB .1 et - 31 Dec 99
MONT14 TOTAL l CT

ITE[M FOR .ICN

QUARTER' 'CORe

2105. Unit Reliability (% Score) 86

a. Total Earned Points 306.1

b. Total Allocated Points 335.0

c. Percent Unit Reliability 86

d. Nuclear Events VT?? VLD --VTMt

"(1) Nr Successful 160 180 172 "

(2) Nr Atteapted 205 210 202

(3) Perccnt Successful 78.0 85.7 85.1

(4) Adjusted Item Reliability 78.0 85.7 85.1

(5) Earned Points 39.0 25.7 17.0 81.7

(6) Allocated Points 50.0 30.0 20.0 100.0
; ~DIVe LO LEV:

a. Non-Nuclear Events DIVE LOIE-

(1) Nr Successful 75 120 70

(2) Nr Attempted 115 120 118

(3) Percent Successful 65.2 100.0 59.3

(4) Adjusted Item Reliability 84.8 100.0 83.0
(5) Earned Point@ 59.4 20.0 58.1 137.5

(6) Allocated Points 70.0 20.0 70.0 160.0

f. Non-Suclear Events (Continued) DART STRAFE

(1) Nr Successful 73 94

(2) Nr Atteupted 122 117

(3) Percent Successful 59.8 80.3

(4) Adjusted Item Reliability 95.7 88.3

(5) Earned Points 38.3 48.6 86.9

(6) Allocated Points 40.0 55.0 95.0

TAC F**" 149 4PRCV1oUS LOlW MrVA SC USEo)

SALUILE REPORT 011 UNIT RELIABILITY
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units. It is in this final report that the entire operation

of each of the two sprawllng, complex organi3:ions is

~4ýaieael4. F~rom this highly distil~ed i for-tt-on, coni-

manders at all levels are afforded an overvierw of the

total orpnisation and the relatlonship of their unit to

the vhele and to the parts which, currently, is simply not

available by any other means. As a primary source of infor=-i-

tion to aid in decision making, the ,..nagement Control 3tate-

ment is of Inestimable value.

By iSolatizn problem areas, the 'lanagemont Control

System performs one of its major functions. Favyin detected

a problta area, both SAC and TAC require analysi! of the

problem with the initial report. The SAC instructions

stipulete:

An analysis will be submitted for ech Iten in the
Tactical ?!anagement and Base. - enenot areas which
reflects a scare for the reported scoring period below
the applicable SAC standprd for the re;:rted scorin-
period . The analy-.%, -,.1 incluide rensns for
the score below the SAC sta;.ytrd and a stateiený of
corrective action taken or planned. 1Z7%hsis chnoul
be ploeed on cause, effect and correcvive ction tnke.
or possible, at base level. If altion o'bove br3e
is required; a statement of that re.ire•.t shculd be
made.

*~~~~ * * 6 6 0 * 0 0 0* * * S* * 0 0 * *

Informsation eontaied ina lyses will be used
In briefing the Co'rmat der in ae,.3Z, 3 t s:a ff a- d
comuanders and staf t all ilvel

I

in e

'J~ea
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eor purposes of ilu.tratioo, .-tA Zpovte4-vd uant.-

factory performance are shown. The first is a sple report

eoceerning the item On Time ralceoffs. This t teA 13 very

sidmar to Sorties Delivered, the computations for which

were explained earlier in this chapter. The sortie con-

sidered son-eftective in Sorties Delivered would be cancelled.

The sortie under this item would be launched, but not in the

tIme-block Judged satisfactory. An excessive rumber of late

takeoffs mig•t be explAined in this manner:

ZTS4 - On Tim Takeoffs - 96.8%

a. /Z1•s.Jm: Excessive nu'ber of late takeoffs.

b. O•ma: Primarily due to material failures. A
breakdom'=- as follows:

System Materl-sl Vaint enance Total

Power lant 3 0 3
Sleotrical 3 1 4
Radar/Mav 0

Total 7 1 8

a. Corrective Aotions

(1) Late takeoffs resulted primarily from
material failure. However, there mras no trend indicated
by Item failing. None were time change itens and fre-
queney ef failure does not indicate a dasign problem.

(!) These deficinc!,7- "ere di1covered a-ter
delivery aircraft to crew. - time elenent of
obtainin and replacing parts prevented o,- tine th-ne-
off. 3ujpLy shortages did not contribute to any of

the4e late takeoffs; however, the i:,crene in tan-
hours required for stock chasin- fnd in removing and
repleaing canntbalised parts, in*.>, O3sitle
trouble in the near future in this area.
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(3) The corrective &c..::! -.inicited is to
use more care in docuvi~nting aircraft de•iciencies
during debrlefinr, Deficiencies which w.?rP dozj:ented
have been removed by proper maintenance 3c:ion.O.

The careful documentation of the prob"Ier. should be

noted. The corrective action is directel at the apparent

ceuR*, and frou such 4 report, hicher cown.nds would be

alerted to possible causal trends.

eLe second report Is for the ite-i nnin.aliztlon.

4ho format is slightly different from the preceeding one

as this one Is drawn from the TAC systent while the other

was a SAC report. Still, most of the elements are the

sane, and the purposes of the reports are identicil. The

report Is shown in Figure 2, pore 36.

This description of the Vanagenent Control Systen

Is meant to detail the service the systet perforns for the

Strategic Air Comaand and the Tactical Air Corv4ind, and to

relate Its basic philosophy and overall operation. The

systen is unavoidably coirlex, and exact3 the energies of

many people In order t3 function. However, unless it

actually renders the service for which it aas created and

does this efficiently, the who'. !ructure -urt r ecem.rily

16aU., p. 3-10.
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Oi....... .. •C • P • • ~ UMFO 14~IWN' SPt*M

•ALYIIOF XYZ TY-W
A4AGEUENT COtITROL DATA Blank AF Base I Apr - Jun 6Z 3-TAC-TZ8

,..,a~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -" 
169.•V 

.O~ ¢ . • .t' 
.- ttfstkV AOV.OP 1,-o.t ý .OCl

.Marintenance: C.nibalization 0

~IC)PSCALLI
An excessive number of cannlbalizatlon actions were necessary in order to meet
mission commitments.

(1) Low depot fill rate.
(2) Tardiness in submission of supply requisitions.
(3) Excess backlog of work in the hydraulic and electric shops.

tF PCCT 0", I-t ,ssi o. ...

If the high rate of cannibalization continues, it will render this unit incapable of
carrying out its miss~on on a su-tained basis.

CO•A•cllVt ACTION
?Aq £.sJi,

(1) Strong emphasis has been placed on accurate inputs to the Maintenance Data
Collection system so that AFLC will receive sound data on which to bape stock
levels.

(Z) The low depot fill rate has been brought to the attention of the Area Assistance
T•ea~m.

(3) 'Now requisitioning policies have been adopted which wi!I provide base supply
with more realistic lead time.

A realignment of manpower resources coupled with an aggressive training program
will take place during the next month. This action is designed to alleviate the work
backlog in the hydraulic ".nd electric shops.

ft CcCSARMY OV 01IOCM M(&OOVARUIEU

A letter has been forwarded to Hq TAC reques:ing: assistance in the solution of our
supply problems. Attached to the letter is a tabulation (by S/IN, item description

and frequency) of items ca.nnibalized during the last quarter.
Get Well Date: 31 August 196Z.

FIGURE 2
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ce jud;ed a waste and a failure. Toward the end of answer-

izg this question, the objectives and needs of both SAC and

YAC ar. revieved.

11i. THE STRATEGIC AIR CO:MMAND AND THE TACTICAL

AIR CO.MAND

Before it is possible to eveluate the effectiveness

of any conzrol system, it is necessary to establish certain

basic facts about the environment in which the system

functions. This should include, as a minimum, the objec-

tives of the organization, and something of its methods of

operation. Once these are established, the needs of the

organization can be identified, and the control system can

be tested against the need. H.ow well it responds to the

need will be its effectiveness. Therefore, these brief out-

lines of SAC and TAC are preparatory to later evaluation of

the 1NZanagement Control System.

The two cormands are alike in several ways. Both

were established shortly after Wk-;orld W';ar II, and have grown

from forces of very limited capabilities to global, nuclear

strike forces. Both support the national military objective

of deterring any foreign aggressor from war. However, the

methods by which they contribute differ as do their opera-

tional needs. Each has, however, an imperative need for



e4mtrol ft its forces; to fail in this function is to fail

the 4ob of 4eterrenae.

tatia AU _CoMand

he Strategic Air Co-And is assigned the mission

of deterrLng war, or if deterrence fails, of destroying the

military power of the aggressor. Deterrence, to be effec-

tive, must combine a credible warmakini' capability as otell

as the will to employ the force should it be nenled. That

SAO hbs the first and the American people the second, was

manifest during the 1962 Cuban missile cri3i3. Should

deterrence tall, SAC must maintain the abil!.ty to sustain

an initial attack and retaliate with such force and % t'

that it can penetrate the ene-ty's dofensez -. 4 destroy hi.;

abl.ty or willingness to wage wIr.

The effectiveness of Sh^0s deterrent clpacity is

clearly related to its retaliatory power. :wo occurrences

during the paet decade have enormously coipounded the

problem of retaliation. First is the dras-iti, advance in

military technology, and second is the Ie3,Ultant compression

of time, The advanced technolor h!s beer, res-=onsible for

supersonic (and now space) flight vw'Aoh h'i reduced both

warin•n tine And reaction time. This is 'idonntrably clear

when one considers the monthz or reaction tinr a-.,3ilable

during World "ear I1. By the 7orern #at, -e thrc:t of
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intercontinertal warfare was a reality, but v=til), warning

time was measured in hours. Tod-y, 3isice thi. adverit of

the ballistfic missile, arnl; t17.e hns t.,.• to twer.ty

minutes.

The i•plications of these facts are clenrly reflected

in SPC's operation. Its forces must be hel" in z. ccnstant

stete of readiness. Its plan3, procedures, and orders nust

weld all i'.s units into an inte-r•;r.e cor-n.-.d. its forces

must be able to survive a nuclear attpck ani ccunt:' di~th

such strenrth that they overwheln. the enemiy's defenses r.•i

*Rtally destroy his warmzaki:g capmcity. trecise ciordina-

tion and integration of all counterforces is i n cesslty

if they are to peretrate the eneny defer.ses. >'ajor Genernl

Hewltt .Iheleri has identified this need. I:e writes:

Penetration tactics are developed nfter cnreful
analysis of the enemy defensive environ-n-nt t3 ensure
mininun attrition of our forres and miax&1u: boibz or
warheads on turrget. . .

The specific penetration tactics e,-nloyed at any
point in time are desirned to exploit ne.eses in
the enemy defensive posture. Here application ol' the
principle of -ass is funda ent31 to 3trte any
defense tVni cannot othre-.ize be counterel throug-h
deception and surprise."1

General curtis Le'ay, writin. ns Qrlef of Staf•,•

Uiil.ted States Air Force, h-s described the Strcter c A•r

17hewitt 1. ;heless, "t he Deterrent Cffer..,ive Force,"
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Oomand when stating the recuireuent for peace. "i'eace,"

he writes, will depend on our Obility to nvint.ain 3 polved

mad war- jdy var-fightine and w'r-winniny frre--a cre.tIblp

eonaterforce.0 1 $

Ti.e Taotlesl 'Sir 'Command Oomjle:.n3rts 3A'5s contribu-

tion to the Xation's arsenal. T.ns stalevAte of nuclear

foroes whlch has prevented global war his nct done the same

far lismited wer. The recent z",41doup of tactical forces

is an attevpt to fill th. need for a more floxible posture.

Defense Secretary Re1amars vnphasised this poin t• no*oynr:

[e usut] . . . increase our capRcity to tailor our
responses to a Farticulpr mi.itary chnllong' to thnt
level of force which ij both arripripe to the issue
tnvolved and militarily favoratle to our side.

This is the central thene of the increased eiphasis
on non-nuclear, limited war forces. Taciticnl Air Com-
uind bps an important satke in this builS-up of flex-
ible, falt-reaeting and highly mobile f'irces necessary
to copf9with the brosdening scale of otenil con-
."I ct.

The mission of ?AC 13 to provide f st.-reacting,

ce.bat-re-idy aerospace units for enploy-'7no nn'.where in the

ý Ouria Z. Le:o.ay, "Ihe Present. Pttern," Air

19.';alt~er •.Sw.eeny, Jr., "Tact.l 'i -ilv•. 7,
Ar . ., A..; , Ur For e CArn^] in -++ ... •. 9t1,2
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wori on short notice to operate unilatervily ýr ii concert

with ather forces.20 The obligation to successfully en.:•e

the *e.toy 2t any level of the broad srectrun cr :onflict

places a preaium on flexibility, end TAO h3s provided for

is with a mixed force unlike thet of any -ther comm-and.

no fore* Consists of various types of fi•,:er aircraft,

speelally adapted bombers, cargo and troop carrier air-

CrAft, helicopters, and ballistic missiles. It is capable

of action ulth either conventionml or nuclear we'ions.

Sach mobilUty and flexibility is possible only throuih

painsuaking advanced planning, the pre-pack-igirg of support

resoatos, and continuious, comprehensive tralnlne,. Thorough

standard•intion and recurring evaluation provide the cor.nr.,

control which must be responsive, reliible, and quick.

2ODo lant~e of the Air Force, it ?ire
&AnizatioanabehLrtani on and Vr isz1on--63,p .130rJ1-- ;a•-shinrtor, 7 !'erCh 19t3j, p. 1-3.



CHAP M." III

FOWULATION Of A CONTROL SYSTS?

This ehapter is uneposed of three sections: (1)

basic coneepta, e4lients, and requirements of a military

eetrol system; (2) a brief review of the needs of SAC

and TAG; ad (3) a comparative analysis of this theoretical

system and the -anagement Control System.

1. ThE NATURA OF CONTUOL

The nAtre of control is such that the requirements

wideb different organizations demand of it will vary. How-

ever, each control need benefits from the study and use of

certain guiding principles. 1.7hile these principles are

generally too broad to apply airactly to practice, still

the indicate an approach to the problems of control which

will aid thoese building the management structure by assuring

proper cousideration of techniques and points which have

proven to be useful in the past.

cash type of organization is bound to require differo~nr

solutions to its problems. As Its objectivos, satrct'ure, P

needs differ from those of other organizations, so too will

Its methods of operation and systens of control. Thus, it

Is simply not feasible to extract a control sy3tse unchnrtnJ' J
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from a business enterprise end exrect it - .• effective

'.n a military unit. Neither will a control foeture

necessarily be -Vplioable even btwoeen diffe-tnt leveli of

the some organisation. Each system .ast be tailored to

the specific needs of the .anageiient of tke ortaniiation

by ueInX the guide* provided by control princiPles.

gneset and ?==ose ot Control

The first task in a discussion of control is to

assure a clear understanding of the word. *he hazards of

assuming a comon concept are apparent when one considers

some of its current usages. For exam-le, nest references

to *quality control* usually end by describing a --inning

preetlee. Similarly, the co.-oon control device of "stand-

arde" Is In fact a plan for the amount of tin, ef!:6tt,

cost, or other component to be used in a process or prAuct..

Author Peter Drucker In his managenent cln,•sic The Prctic#

at I evinces such disli::• '*,- the word that he

refuses to use it even in context where it 1- cor.r.only

aceepted. He writes:

So far In this book I have not talkýi If "control"
at all. . # .This wAs inrtentional. 'o:* "control" is
an an-biuous word. It e10e8:i the abilit.v to direct

lAlex W. lathe, n .inaoenent Controls in ;!ustne's,"
" A(fDew York: J-ohn .



onesolf and one's work. It can also •ean donination
of one person by another.4

To defane control by describing its uses can also

lead to little adightemeant and much confusion. Controls

a% used In a number of ways: (1) to standardize per-

tomane*; (2) to safe pard assets trom waste, Theft, or

rduausoe (3) to stendardise quality; (4) to set limits,

for action not requiring higher approval; (5) to measure

onothe-job performance; (6) for planning and prorraming;

(7) by top management to keep operations in balanc,.; and

(8) to motivate individuals.3

An appeal to authority produces a wilo rmnge of

dettnitLions of control. A si•ple, v'-, 1-fin4tion is

*'control' means 'cohe. e .o . lt > . -e r to keep

trask of what hsPrens in ,rde- to evsli ," results tnd

people. 4 A more spei-ifio one datines cor.nrol ns ".

that function of the system which provides direction in

9Aont•ranOe to the plan, or I., other words, th-i •aintenance

2P*Sor 9'. Druacker, If Prxo-tý gX -,n;-n (NCew
Yorks Harper & Row, 1954), p .".

(. Travers Jerome, 11, e;7, _• _ , .
GASM (Noew York: John W;iley &Sn , Ic, ,1), pp.

diOsorse Albert Sm~ith, Jr., Yaaj, Ge--o;rarhi:,.1kd1
D"~n~sd omanes(Ca~ibridpe,, T 353.: iX'-19 er~d
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of variations from system objectivec -Within ,illowable

A definition with a broader view diff",renia..tes

between two types of control.

Controls governing routine and repetitive operations
stress conpliance. . . . Their primary function, there-
fore, is to serve in the area of internal control.

;;auaneaent controls, on the other hand, serve both
as a mneasure of performnnce and as conditioners of thefirm's working environraent. The attitudes of planning

and of self-evaluation are particularly powerful
i-fluences in a firm, for t!h,:? are anon. the key forces
that contribute to decisive3 and continuous urogress.
This capability of any given executive cont- ol to
notiva-e cornstructive action is by all odds its most
important characteristic. This contrasts with the
cc.mpli.?nce or command feature of other types of
control. 0

A final view stresses the possible personal implica-

tions. "Control itself can be defined as the making of

decision and taking of actions required by the responsibil-

ities of each position." 7

ror the purposes of this study, control shall denote

the process of setting standards; the recording and evz-lua-

5 Richard A. Johnson, Fremont E. Kast, and James S.
Rosenzweig, The Theory nd Znarement of Systems (New York:
-cGr.w- il1 i ook Co pany, Inc., i93), p. .

6.•erome, on. C it. p. 3 4.

7 Arnold F. Ench, "Control Kenns Action," 1 rd
Business Review, 32:95, J':ly-Auu s,, 1954.
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tion of performance; and the returning of pOrfornance to

the plan should signif9.ant deviation occur. This defini-

:Ion is consistent with those fouad in a numbe:- of

autheritative texte on the subject.8' 9

Control as a Function of $!ansAement

Having settled on a definition of control, some

explanation should be made of its relationship to the other

functions and to mansge.ent as a whole. As is true of the

other functions of isnegement, control cannot be effective

It it is separated frm the rest of the structure. No-

where is this seen more clearly than with the interrela-

tionship of control and planning.

Control depends on planning for its very beginning.

It is planning which determiner 1.he allo- It latitude of

operations as the organisation proceeds toward the plAnned

goals. Yet without control, the .ioverent could not be

$See George it. Terr, Pinciyle. cr ",nnamn Ord
d.) (Nonewood, Il.: ic UIarr- n•,-nc., 196 p.

?29; and Ralph Davis, Idurl•1 ".rrg'atlon nnd ,nremen•
Nowe York t Harper & Bros., .L94,j),p p. 12f.-

98enri Fayol h2s given the followinF definition.
"Control consists In verifying whether every-:..'nr occurs in
cenforraity with the plan adoptod, the irstruction issued ani
principles established. It has for object to point out
weaknesees and errors in order to rectify t?'ýn• a•d prevent
recurrence. Xt operetes on everything; t.•c. , people,
actions.... For control to be eAfe.tive it nust be done
within reasorible time and be followed up 1y -nnctions."
I e iag nt (London: Pivtnn Publi-h-

,! A047 Y14-)), pp. 107/-13.



maintained within the limits to action as thoer would be no

way kof i:Low:ng Just where n deviation had occurred, why it

occurred, or how to return it to course. Contrcl's feature

of feed-becck of informaticon is mandatory for rational
planninf. For follow-on plannin5 to be effective, the

control system must provide accurate, timely information.

Just as planning and control support and complement

each other, co'ntrol both aids and uses direction and

coordination. Control, when used to best advnritage, will

".ermeate the enlire management process. It will provide

the top manager an overview: of the organization not avail-

able '.y any ether means. The pervasiveness of control is

aptly described by .illir Jerome, Dean of the College of

usiness at Syracuse ny. He sees it as the catalyct

off z.aageient which draws together the various other func-

tions into a rneaningful, workable whole.

During the past five years, a number of authors have

stressed the divisibility of control into twro distinct types.

They show one type of control as most appropriate for inter-

nal or daily operations. The ot}::- type has been called

":Higher Control" 110 "Over-all Oontro!a?'1 or "Top 1;:anage-

1 OThomas G. Rose, Higher i.hn.: Control (?New York:

;cGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19 5'.

le,½rry, 222. cit., p. 547.
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meat Control."12 It Is used for long-ranre plzn.ing and

general direoeion of the organizavion. Wi'.ta eaci of the

tto types, the focus of control varies ,ithi a :h nv:e-

ril structure, but still the factors which iase the control

necessary do remain constant. Both enable nangeeent to

evaluate performance; to Identify trends; and to locate arens

of below-standard operation in order that they --y receive

further Investigation and analysis. 13

The major Impetus for the develop-ment of both inter-

nal and higher controls has cooie fro, the in:reased interest

and use of decentralization as a method of coping with

orgeniiational growth. The use of decentraliz:tion has

changed the concept of control f-im what it was a decade

ago, and has added to its import'nce.

Centralized Control

For a time during the mid-rifties decantrelization

became almost synonymous "vith progressive nrnagenent. This

was due in part to its success in such flr-,s as Sears,

Roebuck, and Co,.pany and General Votors, and partly to its

effective exposition by such authors as Peter )r.4cker and

Ralph Cordiner. In the unprecelented rush of companies n'1.

1 2 SMith, gUl• e f p. 90

lhose, Pgg. SU., p. 97.
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over the nation to decentralize, too little consideration

vei given the Inevitable atteri-- rr-blei4.i4

Irns-;#:d of th.e expec:ed i:,cre-. c±' p-r:is and

decreuse of central decisions and problems, many cotpanies

discovered their operations to bs floundering disastrously.

Top management found it no longer had control of opera-

tions and was unable to effectively plan for compnny-

tide needs. Coordination of lower divisions' efforts be-

cene chaotic. The recuest for more infor'.-"ior. resulted

in Pn avalanche of figures, data, and unrelated reports.

Out of desperation, nany of these companies returned to

their former -%thods of operAtion with little idea of why

decentralization had not worked for the,.

The central problem in many cases was the fnilure

of top management to specify the responsibilities of its

lower echelons and to devise a nethod of a:33uring compliance

of these ausignments. Internal control syvtenas -..ere

established In those coi.'qnies which rucces3fully decen-

tralized, and they have provided a portion of the necessary

continuity of perfornence. Even so, these syste-'s are not

without their drawback-. Professor "4illis Je'o.e exnlnins

the use of internal controls, and o f'rna o,; heir shortco°ir .

.)ee 5sorge A, 3mith's boo1 •.t in- .r3 -rhily

eei Qor-.A .±or ,n excel.m I , e' r., .or 1-

actual cases invoid5-T hrobA:-.?ý of eti~in



He writes:

The system of internal control . • ,]an
*laborere expression of top manar"en•t; will. The
entire purpose of the syst-em ý.3 to -e cortnin that
lowor managenent carries out 't5s coirision from top
management. C=pliance is necessarily the central
feature of suv.h a system.

This sort of appro-ech is both very useful and
very necessary in most organizations. At the sans
time, two aspect of such an Approach must be kept
continually in mind. I'he fir.: is this: given
any set oP plans or policies or proceiures, as ýart
of a system of internal control, how do '-e know'
that these are the best plans, policies, or prvce-
duroc to follow? Compliance with these controls -may
be reoqired of lower manageent, and the degree of
success achieved by lower ian:ýgement j'id,ed In. turn
by the deo".e of compliance. Yet, thi3 -'s no answer
and provide* no criteria to help top ninn~gvent
decide on these particular controls in contrast to
other possible alternative controls, 7n -2,-
our problem Is one of identifyirv' the criteria that
will enoble ranagera to answer the question, "T,,hy
this sysmem of control instead Of soMe ot'r'"•5

His solution, and that of other authors, is to devise a

siMral control system which will furnish top rrnage-ment

Wh needed overview of the enterprise. The ;ianagement

OMMeol Systm, while used for planning, is primarily an

Internal control systes, and so this discu3sion will con-

centrate on that'type of control systen and only incidently

discuss the broader, more inclusive system :iich em~rces

planning, forecasting, and other mvný --ipl fu.:tions.

The quotation by Professor Jero'me -oeniorns the

5Jerome, f. £•., •. 74.
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2spect of compliance inherent i, ir:,". :ontrol

systemn. Too great regulation of lndividunl3 has repeatedly

teen .-hown to stifle tteir initintive and crea;ivity, !,xth

of which are necessary for most productive work. Thus,

the dilemma of internal control is how tQ encourage rerter

Initiative on the part of subordinaites by nffording a

flexibility of operations, yet 'inimize tne chances of

error by keeping operations standardized. 1 6  Uziortunately,

the dividi.n line which aep rntes eXý .Jsive, stifling

reivul.tion from a freeness of operation wh1cn "ii7ht fail to

detect •isa•.kea or unfavoroble situstionz early snough for

-.op ungseomnt to take appropriate n-tion sesma difficult

to attain. While there is no sinrlo "ilution, indications

are that the answer lies In the attitudes rn'i nctyon3 of

the people concerned rather than Ir -ee1s or techniquen.

To be suocetea-1, the con.rol systOn Mu~t provide

manansgent with the information it -eels ;.henr it is needed.

This necessitates company-wide stand'!rization o:' procedurtc

for gathering and reportinr l-ta. " *'e inf :nv'ition w.1.

be used at times to judge people, its vc±L,•!iy shou;La be

accepted by everyone in the orasnizatIon. - an ey.X ctn-

tion, however, is u*.o,.i-n. In spite of tkwf. r.nsonntle

16;1W.0 p. 75.
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requiroment that each Verson be judged, those who suffer

in somparlson wo boamW to reject and fault the entire

control system. Also, where the .ubordin.nte i:-, judmed,

prewed, or paid on the basis of this infcr-iion which

he supplies, top sanegement must expect r de*ree of distor-

tieo and inflation in the reports. 1 7 This t3 not to

sug•est that deliberate falsification of re:ords will occur,

but rather thoi instructions and procedures for reporting

will be Interpreted by the individual to hii advantage and

net necessarily according to the intent of top mnn~gement.

Therefore, along with the stanlardization of reporting

proeedures, e4reful limits must be placed on the interprets-

tions of the instructions and the resultan. data.

An excellent suaou'tion of thi aspect of the problem

of decentralization is found in the book D2n•ig ianarteint

in ZrAux. The author, Raymond Villars, writes:

The min obstacles to the effective operation of
iba system of centralized planning and control asso-
elated with deenl-trlisation of authorne; and respon-
sibilitY aOe, essentially, the risk ol ... sunderstnd-
iAg and the risk of abuse.

It should be expected that at fist, the system be
interpreted as a sort of "police syste" even though
It Is not at all the case. It sho-id al!o be under-
stood that this system is no substitute for good manaee-
meat. It is only a tool of a•.e~en•. Like any

1 7 WilliU Dill, Thomas L. Hilton, and 'alter R. ,eit-in,

M SIX (Slewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prenticre-Hall,
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other tool, it may be misused; and precisely because
it Is efteetivo, it may becomie dotngerous. It may
become an instrument of orpression if exce@sive
emphasis is placed on "control"; -r it ,.a7 bccoe
the source so soric.au disruvttiors if, on. t.he
contrary, "decentrnlization" Ls )vere%&nas4. zed. .,t
the same timte, experience sh0wa that t•ns con.-ept,
if applied with skill and moderation, pr.viaos a
soluti£n to the strange dileta in which, inf;1strial
management finds itself today... e * . n~ .nt can
use the concept to reconcile the technicsi nace:sity
for individual freedon of action in " To
avoid misunderstnndinois and abuses of the syzten, it
is necessary to obtain the full cooperati,-, of every-
one involved and the full recognition t1,st the plannin7
and control function operates as a ser'V:e department.1i

Dhe Procedure o9 Connrol

The control procedure is succinctly described as

the means by which performauce is measured n;!nns3t a

standard to determine the feedbnck which is used t,.. correct

deviations by means of remedial action. Two clauses of this

statement refer to acts which are particul~rly Ser:-ane to

the discussion, and so are considered at some length. First

is the process of and considerations for .ctting the stand-

ards, and second is the act of correcting vinticns.

Develoement of slandmrds. The settin!, of st:'ndsrds

was Identified previo-isly in thi? -hipter r3 a plnnning

function in that asounts of time, effort, co:, or other

components are specified ýor plir.nej) for a _zrncesc or

nll&oo "nd Villers, ynitic, r- i, .n pInfSt. .(Inglewood Cliffs, N, • rn :..1). _,nc,-,;'", P. :.
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pr•duct. Its importance arises from the total dependence

of the other steps In the control proceas on it. The

oetbods use;d for setting s3'r.dird3 vary wt^illy, but- can be

jrouped under the heading of (1) pat', performance, (2)

appraisal, or (3) scientific procedure.

The method of basing standards on past performance

Is self-explanatory. Apprais•.l could be nothing more +h~n

an esti•aste or It could be a projection of pJ3st perform.;nce

in line with future changes of oojectives. Zhe scientific

tethod oeuld involve measurements of varying degrees of

precision de*anding on the case. ACso it ni -:;t uxe rela-

tionships such as the rate of increase of labor hours for

periodic aircraft mmintenance in relation to the number of

flying hours accomplished. Regardless of which method or

com'ebination of methods is used, t:e aettir.; of st."ndards

depends for success on practical Judgnent. 3ince ýudrnert

is necessary, the adequacy of the standards will reflect the

degree of experience and expertise of those se•tting the

standards. It is impornazut th.c the person affected by

the standards have a voicn in their develorment. Such 3ction

will contribute to the motivating Influence of a fair,

acceptable standard. If the perzon does not consider the

standard to be valid, he is unlikel:. to willinly use it to

adjust his performance. Should others use that zt-ndard to
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rate his work, he will probably attempt to reject this

oleo.

The Air Force lists criteria for usa.e. standards

which tell little of how to acconplish the Job, but do

give some idea of the scope of consideration. It suggests

the following crittria: (1) identifiable, (2) objective,

(3) applicable, (4) stable, (5) attainable, and (6) accept-

able. 1 9

N'eas,,'n, performazce. After agreein, cin standards,

the next step is measurir.g performance aninnt thci. I:ore

will be said about this later in the chnpt.er, but the pro-

cedure is depicted clearly by the equation 3 - A a V. S

is the atandard; A is actual performance; and V is the

vrir•nce or tetviation. 20  3hould the procedure detect

sipifleentn veriance, It Is necessary to correct the nove-

ment back within acceptable limits.

Acling. The correcting of deviation is the point at

which the entire mana...erial process can be te3ted. The tost

will reveal whether mna;erient is only rersronJinP to circuw-

stances as they exis*. or whether it is takinj steps to

19 Departmeint of the Jir Force, 11 A .irc1 ',n-ia1 Nu-,:r
1Z [Management Anr'Aysisj (.4ashint on: -over: -ient n rint-
ing Office, 1957), p. 54.

2OViller~s, 22. ci~t., p. 363.
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aetually shape future oireustsnces. If the reaction to

deviation is remedial rather than dhly corrective, !mnaee-

moat is using internal control in its most taeful func-

tioe. Xanagement is searching for the cause of the pro-

blem in order that it may eliminate its effect on future

operations.

The emphasis toward remedisl action points up the

importance of the Individual with his ability to choose

from among alternetives. Fortunately, the information

available to the individual has been increasingly ,ccurate

and timely due to the development of control systems which

are more sensative and responsive. Still, at best, control

reports only faelltate the use of human jud1,-,-nt; they

can never serve as a substitute for it. The success of

any system of controls will always depend on the men

utilising the informa-tion.

UI. RKUXRDMTS OF AN AIR FChC- COL.WROL SYSTt2•

The Problem of Control

The problems of contril in SAo and TAC are far

different from those of any business enter'prise. The manaie-

meM, problem is caused mainly by the irnense size and geo-
graphical dispersion of each organization; the coLplex

Isterrelatlios between the many parts and layers of their
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organizations; the dynamic nature of the thret-responae

dichotomy; and the need for precisely coordinated action

of all components. Change is continual; each crganization

=ast respond to new tactics, techniques, strategies, weapon

systems, and a host of pars-military deci3ions affected by

politics and economaics. Few industries can match the

oomplexity of equipment or scope of operation of either of

the two commands. Yet, the co-hand coimponent. must be

able to act in concert totally unnecessary for ,ny i-.dustry.

As a result, each assumes the delicate task o: n•intaining

flexibility with a high degree of conformity ard standard-

Isation. It is partially througi their control systems

they hope to achieve this.

The fact that controls must vary according to the

organizational structure was discussed earlier in this

chapter. The final judgment has still to be -inde as to

the degree of centralization or decentralization of either

SAC or TAC. To argue the question here would serv- little

purpose and most probably end in a generaliz tion with &

number of qualifications. The fact is that local co=nrnander.

do have significant freedom of action within constraints

which are somewhat -more confining than tho:3e cor!.mon in

industry. Puch of the standardizition ty- -I of these two

commands is due to a close identity of obje-ctives arong



their components, and a rlatively narrow range of choice

of appropriate techniques.21 The local co=-aandkrs, in

order to fulfill their commissions, must aepand on the

Management Control System fur consolidated operational

data.

The Control System

When an organization becomes as large, diverse, and

as rapidly changing as. AC or TAI, the task is to ensure

a flow of informwn&on that provides enough material to

support the right decisions at each level but pyramid only

necessary and consolidated information to the higher level.

Henry Cantt expressed the need for information-in this

manner: "If we allow ourselves to be governed by opinion

where it is possible to obtain facts, we shall lose in our

competition with those who base their actions on fact." 2 2

Thus, the control system provides management with the

information it must have. It makes possible performance

measurement of functional responsibilities while presenting

an overview of the total operation.

The manner in which a control system does these things

2 1 Department of the Air Force, Air F'orce Manual Number
f_1 [The Management Process) (Washingon.' vernment Pint-
Aing Office, 1954), p. 57.

2 2 Henry L. Gantt, Industrial Leadershi (New Haven,
Conn.: Yale University Press, 1969P. 8F9
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miay be studied by separating the system into its elements.

These same elements, having been established essential to

the syste-m will be used later in an analysis of the

Management Control System. The brsakdown used in this

analysis is basically that of Professor Htrold Koontz. 2 3

Fowever, the works of other authors were liberally used

to modify and add to his list.

Reflect the nature and needs of the organ.zation.

A mulUttude of factors ccu].d be grouped under this item,

what is m~eant here is that the system must be tailored to

the specific management needs of the organization. Further,

it must be objective ori.ented, and subject to periodic

review to determine its applicability to current needs.

This is especially important in a bureaucratic structure

where policies and procedures too often become customs

with a certain weight of their own.

Timely. Informaticn must be made available to those

needing it while there is still opportunity to change the

course of events or before events deviate still further

from the desired norm. This necessitates a constant awar,&--

ness of the tondency of control systems to develop to the

2 3 Harold Koontz, 'I4ake Your Plans Succeed,". Nation's
Business, 46:102-108, October, 1958.
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extent they become cumbersome and loose their ability for

prompt transmission of data.

Flexible. The control system must be capable of

adding or deleting functions without reoqiring a complete

reorganization. It should respond to changing organization

objectives.

Forward lookinM. The purpose of the system is to

deliver information to be used for decision making. There-

fore, the information should generally b0in the form of

trends cr comparisons rather than data of a static nature.

For this reason, accounting data alone is inadequate in

almost all cases.

Limited to s categic points. This facilitates the

overview so necessary to eflective management by presenting

reports which are comprehensive yet not burdened with detail*,

This element fits naturally in with tho next.

Point up exceptions. Management by exception is

possible only with the establishment of standards against

which to measure performance. The system must assure

mana.-emient that nothing of operational importance can occur

without attention being drawn to it.
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Assure corrective action. The basis of decentraliza-

tion is the delegation of responsibility and the assign-

ment of authority, within limits, to the operational level.

Therefore, top command must know the status of operations

and be certain that when deviations occur, corrective ac-

tions will be taken.

In addition to these requirements, the output of

the system must be accurate. As the comparison of per-

formance with the standard and the discovery of difference,

if any, is done as close to the point of performance as,

possible, occasional distortion or manipulation of data

must be expected. Hence, management should retain P final

check of the control system. This is most commonly done

through audits and meetings or conferences between top
management and the lower echelons. While not a part of the

system, they rist be considered correlates.

System Audits

From time to time, the chief leader should dip into
the operation of his organi.zation for in 4 ormation pur-
poses. This is neither to suggest a practice of going
over the heads of his assistant leaders or even a
habiýt of mistrusting themn. It is rather to recommend
the value of first hand knowledge of what -s tran-
spiring. 24

2 4 Clyde T. Hardwick and Bernard F. Landuyt, AcLministra-
tiv Srate (new York: Simmons-Boardman, Inc., 1961),
p. 4 .46.
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In this manner Hardwick and Landuyt explain the need for

check of the system. The audit or personal meeting should

no more be considered an imposition or breach-of-trust by

those using the control system than the system itself is.

Each is one method by which top management meets its

responsibility toward the organization and its objectives.

In addition to verifying the validity of control

reports, the audit or meeting is a valuable opportunity

for personal coamunication between the office of the chief

executive and the operational levels. It is an opportunity

for the top executives to know their men, to sample their

feelings, or to supplement formal information channels.' 5

III. ANALYSIS OF THE MANAG34ENT CONTROL SYSTai

The Management Control System has reached its present

form in SAC through a process of evolution lasting almost

fifteen years. Many of its changes have been caused by the

need for increased responsiveness to field conditions. Re-

porting proceiures have been altered to ex,-4oit the improve-

ments in data processing equipment. Although TAC's system

was essentially patterned after the'SAC system, changei have

occurred during its relatively brief existence. These

25Snith, 0__2. Cit., pp. 103-104.
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chan-es are indicative of the efforts of people at all

managerial levels to assure that the fir3t requirement of

a control system is satisfied.

Reflect the nature and needs of the organization.

It was established in Section II of this chapter that one

of the major needs of the two cormiands is a means for

positively assuring that a high state of combat readiness

e!xists at all times. In order to achieve this, a

standardized rating system has been devised. Standards

are estnblished to guide local commanders and aid them in

their assignments.

The allocation of point values to the items included

in the system has served to emphasize their relative

i'Iportance, and has provided a method for assessing total

perfornnance of a unit. This is a prime need of commanders

at all levels. As managers in the Air Force, they must keep

continually in mind that they work with imprecise safeguards

against inflexibility or carelessness. In contrast to

private industry, they have not the finite measuring stick

of profit nor the last resort of bankruptcy as a way out.

In the face of the constant threat of annihilation, they

literally havy no alternative to success. Only by con-

sPructing specific short-range goals and measuring the

degree of success of their attainment, can an estimate of

effectiveness be achieved.
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Asothe tfater which weighs In favor of a positive

¶udpent of this requiremmt is the long life of the

eys7t 13 SAC. The conmnders' review panel must be

credited with keeping the system applicable to current

opeustlonal needs and mission-orlented. through their

eoerts, the needs of line organisations for control are
satisfied.

• F. Tisliness Is the very essence of the

epsMiems of a sembst command. The M¶Lnagzement Control

Syste oatolbutee to this need through Its procedure of

"dIy, Imalatve reovrdIng of key Items. These are the

US% potst Itm and the local oommanders are briefed daily

oe tbeir status. In this way, the commander and his staff

ae ette &ae to isolate potential problem areas, and can,

In8 • am ose, take e oreetive action before a serious

ladles 4evelops.
ViAhW boadquarters Is informed of current operation

Is fe agwhly intermational data reports which are sent

Ie sseb 1oa unit. Headquarters then compiles the data

LOU a slaigle report and distributes it back to the local

Alts. Reports coveriag the entire scoring period are

ltid sed by local units four ti:es each year, and In SAC

h1e adquates OSrector of Comptroller prepares from this

isfesuasls lthe s$ad-manal "SAC Management Control State-
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meNt' which isa smimary of performance of each reporting

unit In the comand.

11huL-M The unremittirg change of items and

procedures which has typified the course of :cS testifies

to the flexibility of the system. In addition, it affords

a potential for the shifting of emphasis aemong items through

the point allocation.

Commanders at all levels have found the Management

Control 3ystem to be highly adaptable to their particular

needs. Brigadier OGeeral Albert Pearl as :,omptroller of

SAC, has stressed this feature. He writes:

Top •seanders have regarded the Manegement
Gontr6l 3ystem as a valuable motivating device which
the eould "play like a piano" to keep it responsive
to their changing reqsIrements for monaging the
comumd. This theF do by adding items, deleting
Ite"$, changng poinct weights, and chan•ing standards.

Numbered &I.- forcee omavnders have pursued thd.
anagemnt Control System even more vigorous1', as a

tool for motivation and Control.

Pratiecally all wing coemandere have squadron ; ns e-
Smat eontrol systems. Those are not required by SAC
Neadquarters but are encouraged for the same reasons
that we have a SAC Management Control System. These
squadron anagement control systems score individual
Otndronas an many of the items that are scored oo a

hbesis Iln the SAC Aanagezent Control Syste..96

"26Albert Le Poer "The SAC Managemuent Control System,"
,IZsXla, Vol. XIII, No. 4, Sumer
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Au& o The a~th s of graphic data pro-

seetatis'lhed. V " &iW ds. *Wead. litates Zfend Aikafsis.

5aleaf1ly, the control data Is displayed on charts for the

bisefiag of coemmnders at all echelons of cemand. Although

no standard form of presentation Is directed, still a fair-

ly osmen pattern of briefing charts has developed in SAC. 2 7

?be charts show current status as well as that of preceding

periods. Firm this Information, trends can be identified

either for gener, L status or for performance by areas and
Items. :

In addi•ton, the relative positions of collateral

units is displayed. This comparison is based on total score

for each unit which combines all items into a single per-

eentap for the unit. This has been found to be an Important

motivating device, and Is used widely at all levels of

Liaited to atraedec golntas. The best assurance that

the Xanagment Control System does limit managerial atten-

tien to strategic points Is related to fhe method by which

Itses are selected for inclusion. The members of the

eceanaders' review panel are concerned with training and

................
S"""

•Sl,/.,p. 3.
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-.. .lasining . 4e0b04vmar 41 t. and. •twa4.thki V'Nhave

selected for review those elements of the total operation

which tend to be most critical.

One might cuestion the criticality of some of the

sub-itetms-especially some in the base management area.

There is no doubt that the profitability of the Officers'

Club bar29 is of less than paramount importance. Similar-

ly, the amount of unit historical data submitted to air force

archives30 will have no bearing on the unit's potential for

combat. Still, the relative weight given these sub-items

to the weight given truly critical items clearly establishes

the Importance of each, and pute the procedure into a more

rational perspective. The total points poasible for the

bar profits are five per cent of those for air-refueling

effllcency 31 while historical contritutions yield one per

cent of the points possible for bombing reliability.32

Thus, the point allocation effectively focuses atten-

tion on strategic points even though the system is not

limited to them.

29Headqu rters Tactical Air Command, AM-4anual
InhMM2A!1VAC Mans jo'tent Control Aytz~i'-'*gejAiFM*•a--•T V•rginia, J•ulv. , • p. 8

"iHeadquarers itategic Air Co~zmand, 1 Vitnual
Number Vol. I SC Management Controi .ysief
•Urt- tFrce Base, Nebraska, January. 1964), p. 8-43.

3lHeadquarters Tactical Air Command, U. U., p. xiii.
32Meadquarters Strategic Air Command, SM. i.. p. ii.



?i•aius r•im• and assure correctiv, action.

Back of these requireseats Is met through the analysis

proeedures speoified by both SAC and TAC. The SAC instruc-

times require:s

An analyeib will be submitted for each item in the
TaeIMMal ManaAement, and Sas Ranagement areas which re-
fle a smom for the reported scoring period below the
eppIleable SAO standard for the reported scoring period.
0 00 a00 0 000 0 0 00 0a0 00 0 0* a .0 00 * *

An analysis vwi Include reasons for the score below
the SAC standard and a statement of corrective action
taken or plamed. k•phasis should be placed on cause,
efrtet, an eorrective action takens, or possible, at
be" 2aval. It ae•len above base level is required, a
statemmat of that requiremeat should be made.

0000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Informatem eontained in the analyses will be used
in br•ift the Commander in Chief, SAC his staff
and &. s ano staff at all levels.13

An emnple of the ansalyss Is shown on paes 34 and 35 of

thi study.

TAC's repletion. are 3lmilar, and are as follows:

Am analysis . . . will be prepared for all elements
sewed below the Analysis Criteria Score (ACS) pub-
lishbed by q. TAO.

*0 0 0 00 00*0 0 0 0 0 00060 00 0 0 0 0

If the reanrk anjtion of the TAdq-T12 eAircrew
Stats and Trainin report gives adequate coverage
at elem e sIn the perations area . . . additional

0aaa7 8e will aot be required. Otherwise, the
Maneme"Mt Analysis officer will prepare and submit
an analysis an these elements as required. 34

A sample report is shown in Figare 2, page 36.

~~ P. 3-.8.
34•e•du erters Tactical Air Conand, p. . p. 173.
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The basic regulation for the SAC ;.anagement Control

System provides for Internal audit of all Irnormation pass-

Ing through the system. Xtermediste comand headquarters

perfors periodic pest audita, and aln scores received by

-eadurts SAC snagent Analysis Divis'.an are subject

to review and audit. This audit normall: sntails a com-

perison of statistical data with source reports, the

accuracy of ihich are beaked by military law. An inde-

pendent check et the system comes as a by-product of the

operational readiness inspections. General aearl explains

their function this way:

The best bidependent checks that we can turn to are
the operatIowal readiness Inspections made by the in-
opectors SeeAMIl of both Intermediate comm-and and comt-
msnd levels. Their inspections are not a part of the
""anaessm Control System. They are unannounced and
require the ouit to generate aircraft and crews accord-
in to the emergency war order. Detailed observations
are Made of the perormance of aircraft crews, ma in-tonanee, and all grond support activities . . . .

OvOeall results, year after year, show that the
nee •Control system is a fairl7 good indicator

ot• the uits that ore going to have trouble in an
opnretioval readiness inspection. Several iteris have

added to the system and point weights have been
adjusted because of problem areas uncovered by operp-
tinal reediness inspections and integrity of reoortinc
Is a special item for investigation on every instectionf.
Xn addition to the operational readiness inspection,
staff visits and staff surveillance give, ndependaent
checks on the Management Control System.A

3 5 Pearl, a. "I ., pp. 22-23.
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Conclusions

This nnalysis is based on necessary features of a

military control system. Some requirements, commoply

accepted as essential to a control system, have been

omitted and could support a solid argument in favor of

their inclusion here. I-lost notable is the requirement of

economy. Certainly a control system cannot justifiably

incur unlimited cost, and the rule-of-thumb is probably a

good one whaich suggests the system should cost no more than

the value of the increased efficiency caused by the system.

In the case of a military sy-stem, however, this value,

theoretically, could be that of the entire society which is

tDrotected by the military arm. Thus, Pny analysis would be

burdened with numerous assumptions and generalizations.

On the basis of those criteria selected, the M.anage-

ment Control System measure, up well. Nonetheless, 'the

final test of any control system is how well it actually

does its job. This depends not only on its technical

foundation or on its orientation to obje'ctives, but also

on the people who are using it. Therefore, the next

chapter is the result of interviews with people who worked

within the M1CS, and is a record of theIr evaluations of the

uses and abuses of the system.



CHAPTER IV

SURVEY RESULTS OF PERSON'S USING TH. KANAGilI&NT

CONTROL SYST•,i

This chapter describes the mechanics of the survey

which involved people who had experience with the Mianage-

ment Control System. The comments of these people--both

favoring and opposing the control systezn--are reported in

abridged form. Finally, their comments are analyzed and

interpretea to measure their evaluation of the effective-

ness and efficiency of the Mianagement Control System.

I. OBJECTIVES AND TECHNIQUES OF THE SURVEY

The objective of the survey was to secure a broad

sampling of opinion from people us! ng the Management Control

System. It was hoped that the respondents, through their

familiarity with both the theory and practice of the system,

could offer insight into its achievements and needs. There-

fore, key personnel in both command and staff positions

were interviewed. Ov•r thirty people from both SAC and TAC

were contacted either personally or by mail. Those inter-

viewed were selected oi the basis of their positions, their

familiarity with the control system, and their availability.

Included in the g:'oup was one wing commander, one base
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com.mander, two cornanders of operations squadrons, three

of maintenance squadrons, and one of a support squadron.

Stpff personnel interviewed included one managenent* annlysis

officer from the headquarters each of TAC and SAC, five

wing-level management analysis officers, one chief of

a bombing and navigation section, and a wing deputy-

co:'nander for operations. The remainder of the respondents

were serving in various line and staff positions.

All interviews were conducted on a confidential

basis, and in all cases, they were unstructured. The

respondents opinions, and his reasons for these opinions

were solicited on standard questions which included the

effectiveness of IKCS, the efficiency o1 th- system, the

organization needs, the climate of control, and general

impressions of MCS. A format of the interviews is included

in Appendix B. The interviewer attempted to elicit reasons

for both positive and negative responses, and in most cases

was successful. Generally, the interviewer began by briefly

explaining his interest in the subject. This was not

thought to induce a bias due to the subsequent frankness

of responses as well as the fact that in all cases but two,

the respondent outranked the interviewer. The respondent

was then questioned about his general opinions of the

control system, and finally about specific points from his
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general state:ment.

The major source of bias seemed to arise from the

daily contact of the people with the 1Kanage-ent Control

System. That is, several respondents opposing the system

had been criticized by -heir superiors for below standard

performance the samne week the interview took place. This

condition had been high lighted by the I4CS. On the other

hand, the most eloquent spokesman for the system was a

management analysis officer who had been required to

defend i. only two days prior to the interview- agiinst the

arguments of three officers senior to himself.

Thus, the Management Control System is seen to evoke

rather strong opinions from those using it. The following

sectiLon contains a condensation of the major reactions to

the system. They are generally paraphrased and in most

cases reflect the opinions of several of the respondents.

II. RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

Favorable ODinions

Coordinative feature of ,M/CS. One of the most

adament exponents of the system -,as a wing commander who

stressed the coordination of functions possible with :'CS.

"WIhile he believed there were additional advantages and even
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disadvantaoes, he felt this one feature Justified all the

effort recuired to operate the system. He stated it in

this way:

With the nwmber of considerations involved in
running a wing, it is simply impossible for me to
nersonally monitor all of them. 11y commanders do a
fine job with their outfits, but each is principally
interested in his outfit and puts most of his effort
to building it up. MCS broadens their awareness for
wine problems, and they can see how their outfit
contributes to the wing. effort and is a part of it.

From a wing standpoint, the staff tends to fragment
the total operation into specialties, but iCS again
helps to balance the effort and emphasis which we
place on the operation.

This same need for a balance of effort was recegnized

by an operations staff member. He pointed out the active

.nterrelationshiD between the functional areas. Altthough

his responsibility rested solely with helping the air crews

prepare for their flights, he spent almost one-fourth of his

duty time working with the i.aintenance section responsible

for the repair of the electronic equipment with which `,is

crews were concerned. He believed his efforts contributed

to a higher degree of equipment reliability which raised

the !"CS score of the maintenance area. On the other hand,

his crews were able to complete their training requirements

in a shorter time and with greater accuracy due to the better

equipment. Hsd this officer gone no further than his assigned

responsibility, both areas would have suffered; more impor-

tant, the utilization and efficiency of training time would
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have decreased.

Informational feature of lICS. Officers at both

headquarters and field levels expressed an appreciation

of this feature but from slightly different viewpoints.

Several line commanders felt that the Control Syste-m gave

them an accurate indication of how well their units were

performing. Each depended on the system for the informa-

tion necessary in adjusting operations.

"I can get," stated a squadron commander, "the same

information from other places, but it won't be as easy to

find, end I might overlook somethi:ig important in the

process." Although he believed his organization was small

enough--he commanded forty men--to personally check on

everything that his men did, he used MCS to verify his

observations and to gain a perspective in relation to

collateral units.

An officer who had served in a headquarters staff

position told of the use of 1MCS in that position.

"o'e didn't use any of the MCS data in our analysis
Lof personnel manning] , but we did use the basic
scores to find out whether a wing was hurting for
DpoplO to the extent its operation was suffering.
if they were doing the job with fewer people than
nuthorizea, they would be pretty low on our manning
priority . ..

1Now the way 'ICS is sJ up, they would be losing
points for having vacan positions, but they couldn't
.4 much about it unless we sent them people.
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The wing commander quoted previously felt this

feature was necessary ". .. as a positive check on the

squadrons. All my commanders are capable, but when The

General [apparently referring to his immediate superior]

calls, he wants concrete information--not impressions or

opinions t

MCS as an aid to planning. The most significant

favorable response was for the use of M1CS data in planning.
'en of thirty-one respondents rated this the most important

use of the system. Nine men stressed the importance of

the wide range of data available, but admitted they seldom

used any other than that pertaining to their functional

duty.

A depity-commander for operations told of the

extensive use of 1./CS data in their planning.

At the start of each [training] period we take a
close look at the past performance of each tflig.htj
crew extending back as far as five or six quarters.
By analyzing their record, we can pretty well tell

ow many sorties they will need to finish their
training' requirements. How well we predict their

actual requirement wil! have a tei.rific impact on
schedule flutations t1oward t-e en-I of the period.

W'ithout MCS these decisions would be pure guess-
work. . . * Of cour-&-e, if i:*CS didn't exist, we pro-
bably would develop something ourselves which would
be very similar to what we hav-e now.

Other beneficial features of I.:CS. A num.ber of features
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of :.:cS w.ere believed beneficial by those cuestioned. Ti-o

rersons fe'lt the systnri to be a valunble means of motiva-

tion. One stressed the imnportance of its contribution to

personal motivation. He related how the system enabled

the commanders of the units being rated to accurately

measure their own performance, thereby encouraging. still

better perfornance in subsequent quarters. The other per-

son believed the ranking of collateral units established

the basis for the intense competition among the units which

typifies the operation of both SAC and TAC. This he con-

sidered essential to top performance.

A management analysis officer singled out for special

comment the standardization of reports which resulted from

.'CS. To him, this feature was the foundation for other

benefits such as coordination, information, and others. All

of the information compiled by the IMianagement Control System

is available in other separate reports. The harnassinz of

this information into a meaningful form, he believed is

basic to whatever operating efficiency the commands possess.

Unfavorable Com~ients

The observation made previously in this chapter that

1:cS evokes strong opinions about its value is nowhere more

apparent than with those who oppose it. Their arguments are

fairly standard,. and in only one case was an ndverse reply
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aeggmpani by a solution to improve the control system.

Vest respondents objecting to this system felt it should

be iiseardrd. Their objections fell into three general

)~Smmhaias gggar rather t han iperforrdor . Four

officers related different stories which fell in this

cateory. One told of an experience in a B-47 wing. During

the pre-flight inspectis. of the platte, the navigator/

bahbardier of the flight crew discovered his radar set to

be eoampetely inperative. Electronics technicians were

ealed, and after checking the equipment determined that

seweral bw* would be required to repair the set. With

scheduled tae-off time approaching, it was determined

that fewer XC3 points would be lost by launching the sortie

as scheduled even though the crew co'ald not accomplish any

of Its planned training. Substitute training was not

possible for other reasons. So the time of the flight

crew, the cost of flying the plane, and the tim-e the radar
technicians could have been repairing the equipment all

were wisted In order to salvage IMCS points. Zhe person

telling the story claimed similar occurrences were not

Uinrqueut.

A maintenance squadron commander described a current

prectice in their wing management control systen. "hile

I
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It is hardly as wasteful as the previous exanple, it is

very similar in nature. In order to encourage active

participation by all squadrons in the su9.gestion pro r3,

for Improving performance and procedures, the item has

been included in the winh control system. After the

scoring criteria were established, the squddron commander

required each of his men t o sub~it one suggestion to him.

Cuslity or merit of the suggestion had no bearing on the

requirement, and (,uantity alone is the measure for

acceptance. The commander now has a reserve of suggestions

which he rations out each month at the required rate to

receive maximan points, and believes every other squadron

commander does wu:h the same thing.

Each of these examples demonstrates a pressure to

do what is expedient even though it may not be the mzost

prudent or reasonable thing.

Standards aRwe not fair. Closely allied with the

conmplaint just discussed is this one concern.in•, standards.

The problem is bound to te present to a greater or lesser

degree in any rating system which is not fully Pccepted by

each person being rated. By the very nature of the

oo.manders' review panel, the setting of standards becor.'s

a representative process rather than a denocratic one. A

typical complaint is that those being rated have little or
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no oontrol over sons of the items in the system. An

example is the Officer and Airman Manning in Required

Speoialties, on item In the TAC system. Each of these

items measures the number of officers or airman actually

assiped in requited specialties against the number

autborised. This would seem to be an inducement for

oemriade5s to see that those individuals in areas which

an over-manned are trained for those areas which are

under-mrsed. Yet, overeges are so rare as to oo almost

non-existent, and shortages are filled only when head-

quarters sesips additional people. Thus, the local

commander can only request additional peoplr and accept

whatever score his unit happens to earn.

Another oomplaint is that a rating systeSi is un-

realistic hiob sets the standard at one hundred per cent.

It a majority of units can score very close to a standard

such as this, It would indicate that the item could reason-

ably be excluded from the rating system as farther ,otiva-

tion ts unnecessary. Such an argument, of coirse, excludes

the need In certain areas for continuing commannd emphasis

due to their great importance.

KCa sneourags dishonesty. ,ach of the preceding two

esomplsints-Iproper emphasis and unfair standards--is

blamed for causing dishonesty throughout the control struc-



ture. One theory attributes the dishonesty to a 1,'ck of

acceptance of the controls iMposed by the systeM. This

could be caused either by a fundamental we'kness in the

control system itself or by a failure by those using the

systen to recognize its possible benefits. The result of

this is a pyramiding of controls to combat the attempts

of the individual to escape them.

A second explanation for the dishonesty is the intense

competition which has developed in SAC and TAC aiong their

subordinate units. Critics of the M!anagement Control Systei

point to it as the direct source of this problen. "You can

date our problets of 'pencil-rolling' and 'beCk-stabbing'

to the time FICS was forced on us." This bitter invective

came from the most critical of all the individuals inter-

viewed. Surprisingly enough though, he still felt that the

wing in which he served was more effective since the control

system was adoptea. Each respondent was asked to rate the

relative effectiveness and efficiency of pre-:^S with post-

MCS operations; the substance of their replies follows.

Appraisal of MCS Effectivenesg

The recent installation of MCS in TAC afforded -any

of its members an opportunity for an appraisal of the syste-n

not available to those in SAC. One of the nost fortuitous

opportunities to evaluate the SAC system occurred in 1958
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when SAC assuned command of McConnell Air Force Base,

Kansas from the Air Training Command (ATC). One officer

was interviewed who had served at the base as a flight

Instructor during-the period of changeover. His first two

years at the base were under ATC and his last three under

SAC with the 1!C4.

The primary mission of the base during his tour

of duty was to train B-47 flight crews for the combat wings.

He told of a stepped-up training pace under SAC. He be-

lieved more students were trained by fewer instructors; the

ai,'.-aft were flown for longer periods of time with less

ground time taken to prepare them for the next flight;

reliability of the equipment improved; and everyone see-ied

to work much harder and more diligently.

This improved effectiveness was not restricted to ths

operations and maintenance areas. The Manare!xent Analysis

Division of Headquarters Strategic Air Cor.iand ran a survey

on four Items from the M¢cConnell AFB man;goement control

reports. The first scores under SAC directicn were comppred

with those four years later. Percenta, of points earned

to the number possible was used as the basis for comparison.

The results1 were as follows:

1 All figures were supplied by Col. D. W. Rulien, Chiaf

of the Management Analysis Division of He'dquarter, S3AZ in a
letter da,ed 13 May 1964 to Capt. Bennett Zinnecker.



IMarch 1959 June 1963

On-The-Job Training 78; 100%

Office Open Pess 8j 100

:NCO Open Mess 70 100

Ground Safety 50 80

tone of the remainint evaluators of :^4S effective-

ness in SAC had the advantage of comoarison that "gas possible

in this one initance. However, every responrdent fron SAC,

whether favoring the control systn or not, con.silered the

operation to be more effective due to MZS. The reasons

given for this condition were essent.ially those presented

as favorable opinions, namely better coordinition, inforvn-

tion, And planning.

Out of the fourteen evaluations of the SA' syste-,

eight persons deeoed the operation less efficient due to

?.CS. This they attributed to cn occasional pur~u'nce of a

good ?4CS acori rather than the unit mission. Th'e facters

which entered into this evaluation were improrer einhasis,

unfair standards, and disho:iesty in reportir.,.

All the TAC personnel wh- were inmt :.-ic--.cd had

witnessed basically the sane oneratior. witi. and without

,"CS. Sixteen of seventeen be.Aieved :>,S to nP, - increased

their unit's effeitiveness with seven nAkin7 reiervqtions

about their appraisAl. Encl. of these seve re• -J: zed



improvecnt in general, but felt it varied in extent among

the areas. The operations area was identified as benefitt-

ing the most with maintenance second and the support area

last. This sequepce matches the amount of command emphasis

given each area as displayed in the MICS point allocation.

0:CS's contributions to efficiency was judged by TAC

people to be better than was the case with SAC people. It

should be recalled that the TAC people had a better basis

for comparison than the SAC people due to their recent

odoption of MCS. Fourteen of the sixteen persons who

judged the operation more effective also could see greater

efficiency, and they put the gain mostly to better coordina-

tion anong collateral units and better information of what.

was desired by higher headquarters. One respondent was

particularly impressed with the improved exchange of

information between command echelons. He said:

Before we had IiCS we used to send in reports of
man-hours spent in repair and inspection of the planes,
and frankly, they were pretty poor compared to other
wings I've been in. But, nothing was ever said by
Headquarters, and quarter after quarter our perform-
ance stayed about the same.

fell, since Col. [the present wing commander
who to-k command of the wing shortly after ECS was
adopted] has been here, a number of people have been
wanting to know why our performance is so low. It has
been getting better right along..., but we still
take a beating in the scoring.

" ' o e e e o m . - o e o o o o . . o o oe0
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1 guess it we didn't have ':CS we still would be
doing just about the same as before.

111. ANALYSXS OF THE INT&AVIJ:.i'S

The iOSt ditficult part of analysing eownents about

a eubject as controversial as the ;anaoement Control Sys-en

is that of separating the rational response from the pure-

ly -eotional ose. 'Ale existence of such a varied response

seems to equate with the profound difference of impreszions

which individuals have formed of the control system. Sone

of this can ba explained by the varied backc-rourds and

traintng or the Indtviduals. The person who prefers a

lorge* degree of independenee of action is bound ".o encounter

Paily tr*strationo in either S : or TAC. Standnrdizntion,

=o.d±,tt.t)n, and promspt eo.plionce with orders Pre "built-

!n" chnraoteri- iea )f both coiwrnds; and the person who

.nstinctlvely seekc to reject these constrainsi is art to

react negatively to their most obvi'us menAiestntion. In

sany cases, this would be the !-,'.segenert Control System.

Nonetheless, apart from the :ndividual wiho is

tundamentally Incapmble of fully acce;,tinr central control,

still there exi3t a number of .rpoFl* who res1st c trol in

their woric environment, but who would hear,.ily a3:ept ',

'n a d'fersnt eovironment. In otner worV3, the climate
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of control can make the total Ctfference of whether those

being controlled will accept it or reject it. With this

as a hypothesis, many of the dissimilarities of views

recorded in the Interviews begin to assume a meaningful

pattern.

The case of the wing commander who believed the

)08 fostered coordination is now seen to be the reaction

of a umas ho is primarily concerned with using the system

as a tool to aid him in the verforrcance of his duty.

Although his superiors are maintaining surveillance of his

peorormance with KCS3 he obviously does not consider it a

constraint of his latitude of action. Similarly, those

who favored the system as a vital source of information and

a valuable aid to planning, are reflecting the positive

attitudes of men looking for solutions to their problems.

They are expressing an intrinsic acceptance of some objec-

tives, and are willing to use any tool or technique which

pro•sles to further the attainment of their goal. They

perseive the climate of control to be friendly and per-

missive| one which encourages personal initiative and

responsibility. This is contrasted with those who saw the

Managesent Control System as a limit to their authority.

Cach of the comments expressing dissatisfaction with

the control system reveals a quest for some way to "beat
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the system" duo to the intense conpetition arons collateral

units rather than for aecomplishing the unit's otJoctives.

Eaoh implies a resistance by the individual to %zhat he

conaiders to be unwarranted Infringeient of his preroga-

tives. The abiding element of the critici3s.s is this

resistance to control. The wqy in which V'a3 pervades the

orgenisation makes its effect even -- re onerous to those

who feel restricted.

So the quandary remains of how to explain the

existence of such radically different interpretations of

the climate of control. One stlution could be to delineate

the various upes of MCS (such as a method of stAndardiza-

tion, of motivation, of evaluation, etc.), and determine

which uses produce a positive effect and which have a

negative effect. The main obstacle to this anproach is

one of the most signifleant findings of this study. It will

be recalled that in an earlier portion of this chapter,

Motivation was rated both as a favorable and as an un-

favorable product of the control system. Further, these

ratings were based on observations of the sa3?ie organization,

during the sawe period of tine, and so with the sane over-

all climate of control.

Thu, an important conclusion emoeres that the climate

of control surrounding the ;:-natement Control Systen dePends,
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to a 8aiLficazut degree, on what each individual construes

it to be. It is not enough that a commander intends for

his oontrol system to be used in one way or even that he

publish explioit instructions on its pervue and use. If
*

the subordinate is not receptive to these instructions,

there Is little chance that he will discover the com-

mander'e intended meaning.

This problem' of communication is complicated by the

many uses of M4CS. One use will reasonably talke precedence

ever the others as the individual sees tndications of cooi-

sand emphasis. He night also evaluate the climate of con-

trol by studying official pronouncements in the fre, of

regulations, manuals of procedures, or stated comnan

policy. His conclusions, undoubtably, also will be infl'u-

meed by what he observes to be the results of the official

position. The comaend attitude regarding subordinate's

mistakes and the method of handling them, will have central

import in the assessment of the control systemj.

These findings regarding the acceptance of the ',;an&ne-

mant Control System can be summarised as follows:

1. The acceptance afforded the systen will be

iafluvineed by the personality of the individual.

2. The individual's understanding of th* workings

and uses of the control system will result as much from who-
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he sense* as from the official explanation of these things.

3. The control system will msan different things

to different people.

4. The manner in which mistakes are de&lt with

by those In positions of authority will be a prime deter-

minant of the climate of control.

ffeettvanea and rffieinocy of the System

The conclusions just listed are useful when anslys-

ing the personal appraisals of the Kanagement Control

Syste"'s efficiency. Most of those who felt the syste-3 to

be loss efficlent attributed this to the rursuance of

wrong oals by individuals in the command. These individucls

who have been Judged guilty of wrong actions are actually

guilty of striving for goals different from those of the

person making the appraisal. Unfortunately, this study

did not determine who was oriented toward the unit's

mission and who was oriented to other objectives. Thus,

the respondent's Judgment of :,NCS's efficiency could be

primarily a direct reflection of his mental imae of the

syatem. In the case of that majority (eight of fourteen)

of SAC people who felt MCS to be inefficient, i- must be

sated that none of the respondents had observed their unit

operation under some control method other than *.'0S. On the

other hand, those in TAC who had a basis for naking an
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accurate compar-son of efficiency in the sa.me unit,, re-

sponded positively In preponderant numbers (.Iourteen of

sixteen). "fith trends as significant as these, it must

be reasoned that a partial explAnation of the SAC figures

is due to the humin propensity to disregard or depreciate

the value of something if the value cannot be easily

easurod or understood.

The overwhelming positive rotting of increased unit

effeciveness due to ;'C3 is significant in itself and

rewuires no further comment. That the degree of effective-

ness varied between the Operations, ,aintenance, and

Support areas can be explained by the lesser amount of

ee empasis as exempilfted by the relatively small

nmer of points allotted the 3upport area by the control

syste. htalle this study made no attempt to assess the

propr•*ty of the point allocation, the fact that a numter

Of respondents idftrb4#this de-emphasis indicates a need

for followt-on study directed at the problem, but superficial

aalysls would seem to support the current allocation on the

grounds of mission orientation.

As a Comment• of the interviewer's generol inpression

of those interviewed, he was favorably impressed with the
depth of under-standing Possessed by -cost of the respondents

concerning the implications, uses, and operations of the
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I'anagerent Cor.tTrol Systen. ".bile many of then disasreed

with the way the system, was being used, in M02t cases they

vere clearly #ware of con--mnd intentions as ex-ressed in

the implewentig instructions. y,%*ost responses--both

favorable and unfavorable--revealed a far ,-renter apprecia-

tion for the problens concerning control t:nr -xas expected

at the outset.

*E *) .*1 qD** 0. * * . . *0 .0 ••



CHAPTER V

SWT1ARt AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter contains the major findings of this

study. From these findings, conclusions are presented

regarding the Management Control System's ayplicability

to other military organisations and its effectiveness and

etftiiency. The chapter concludes with 3o0,e suggestions

toy changes to the system.

I. S2IAR.Y OF MAJOR PINDIN•GS

The 1anaguement Control 3ystem as used by the Strategic

Air Command and the Tactical Air Command 's a pervasive,

dynamic farce in their operations. It measures a multitude

of varied facets of the organizations, and is both praised

and condemned for the way in which it acco-aplishes this.

The wide vrriance of opinion regarding the worth of al8ost

every feature of the system is notewort~y for the difficulty

it imparts to Sny analysis of the system.

This diversity of opinion is partially tracenble

to the vsrled uses of the control svste'N. Thus, a response

muigt be aimed at the systen's informational feature, its

motivOtiOeal feature, or its purely control feature.

The other source of discord is the different climates
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of control which pervade the IY'C3 in different conponent

organizations. An ir.tegral part of this factor is the

degree of success which the unit commander hIns in identify-

ing and cof@mnicating the unit objectives. .'he lack of

adequate communication between successive echelons contrib-

u;-ed to the adverse opinions of MC3 through misunderstand-

ings of policy concerning the system.

Features necessary to the success of P nilitiry

control system were identified as (1) reflectirir th nature

and need& of the organization, (2) timely, ý3) flexible,

(4) forward looking, (5) limited to stratezic .oiniks, (6)

point up exceptions, and (7) assure corrective rction.

These features could be usad to test the ntdejuacy of any

-ilItary control system, and should aid in detectinp and

analysing possible deficiencies where the,' exi-st. 3uch an

approach, however, will not assure a successful system. The

priame ingredient In a responsive control syte-., the one

which provides the Impetus for all action, in tha acceptance

and understanding of the systen by the reople using it,.

The overwhelming majority of person-, interviewed, !!ll

of whom occupied key positions in their respective organiza-

tions, seemed to have a firm understandinr of hioic concect.

of control. Those who deprecated the system did so on the

grounds either that it failed to satisfy the needs of the
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organisation or that it was being misused 1y superiors. The

apparent inconsistency of the system beins criticized for

not meeting the needs of the organization, yet still being

rated effective by most of those interviewed can be ox-

plained in the same way as was the low ranking of effi-

ciency by the SAC people in the last chapter. ',he bins

against the system appriached beinz a grudge in some

Cases, and it Is felt the individuals were reacting

e-otionally rather than rationally to the questions.

II. CONCLUSIONS

The Efficiency and Effectiveness of FCS

Whether examined against a theoretical, ideal frs-e-

work; by compiling the opinions of people who have uýed it;

or from the very limited quantitative data supplied by SAC

Headquarters; the system L to provide the overview

necessary for commanding the organizations. The word "see-.3"

Is underscored because of the way in which the case for the

system was built. While the case Is not proved by this

study, still the prepondearance of evidence indicates that

the control system is valid.

The very fact that it is effective co-.ounds its

damaging effects when it is misused. A solution to the

potential danger of misdirection of the syste- is for.nulnted

later in the chapter.
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AD21leabilitl To Other k:ilttas Or rnjstionrs

The main requireient which M!CS seeks to satisfy is

that of contrituting to good .-anagenent, and this is

necessary in any military organi,.tion regprdless of

whether its mission is for combat or for support. "er-

tainly the control system could not be applied intact to

another mmaor command such is the Vilitarl Air Transport

Service (3ATS); each comand has needs peculiar to its

operation, and so requires a tailored control system.
However, the flexibility of the .anarement Zontrol System

would facilitate its being tailored to the nee0s of each

organisation. The greatest single advar.tage of the syste-

Is its capacity for estsbli-hing a co..mon neasare of per-

formance where none naturally exists, and tnis i needed

to a greater or lesser degree by all commands.

.*,ans for ILjrevint The System

A prerequisite to the successful use o any wnane-

ment control system is its sincere acceptf.3ce at all echelons

of command. Therefore, any soluAtion to the problets

identified by this study must be directed at the sources Of

dlssatisfaction which, with .2S, are its cli~nate of control

and Its varied uses.

I1roving the clinat.e of control. it his been -well

established by nanaveent authoriti as that the prime re3scn



for restrictive adsinistration it a lack of s'laiciert

confidence in suborehltt"-es. For the r'urrosSe here, it

is unimportant why the 1€ick of corfidence existsi. ..hat

is lmrtant Is t1qat once one level of authcrity Lnposes

tight controls on a lower :evel. nowhu.re own tne chain-

o-es-e-and will the restriction be loosed. Therefore, it

cin be ,iid that the t Z.os;:iere of control of the lowest

level to at least as confining as that of any levil senior

to It.

This prasiding of constraints hns ir-.mrtas.t impl! c•-

tions in the tbanagement Control Syste.,. Z'x:esnive restric-

tion at the operational level will be seen as ienernl

di•eatiefaction with the conktrol system, but the cnnue of

the condition may exist several levels Above thq plice where

%he damage is manifest. thus a local co,_",adr .iy be well

&wire of the &dveroe effeets of his control, but 3till be

unable to ease it due to restrictions placei or. him by his

s tleriors. Beforr ny easin7 of excensive control can occur

it the operatit n- I, vel, t he way nust f£r.t be clearel by

at least a cot r.! .r toe easing, ?ll the wiy u' the co-.-.mnj

Itri€ture, and ý jolution 1a8 involve a chinwe of ett •i ude

at th- very top level.

A second corplic•!tin,; factor in the ,'e"ermir.:-_on of

the climate of control is the vnrinn:e of iro, nt 1 r•erpre-

tations given it by different feorle. "o . 'ne ; rj.o dee-,•
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restrictive, another may d*61 adequate, while still another

ney consider lenient. Unfortunately, no adecuite standard

v.xista which pllows a finite measurement of the "actual"

asmount of control being used in a Siven inssAnce or even of

what amount of control is most advntsreoui. Therefore,

the best that can be said of the factor of the control

cliate is that it must rema:n a matter of auignent, but

CooMandern Ot each level should review the'ir pol 4 cies toward

the lover echelons and remove all unwarranted constraints.

Zdentiftlan aind pilifyint the usesn of :;CS. Closely

skin to the problem of maintaining a proper cli/mt. of

control is that of determining the uses whieh this system

will serve. In tho case of .;C3, the Implementing instruc-

tions clearly define the desi•n uses. Firstly, the systen

is desixned "... to reflect effectiveness, evlute

Weforo/ance and Isolate problem areas to assist M .Ine.ent

in decision Iaking."I In other words, this is the function

of control as defined in Chlpter III of thi i'tJuy. 3econ'i.y,

%%8naMcrl at all levels of coimnni . . . j~e :2. as a

primary source of information to oid in decision ,rinýjn,."P

'Headquarters Itrstegic Air Comv-nd, 3'," h l
e, ol. X L.AC ?anrey1nt Zontr.,- " "1jt•

Alf 'oceiseLbre, Janur'ry 1964), ). 3)-2.
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These are the only two uses given by the SAC manual

moverning the system, and the TAC nsAtructicn.', likewise,

cannet be Interpreted as providing for nore t!.nn these.

Oenerul Albert Peqrl, as the eomptroller of the Strategic

Air Coesmaad, has described the system as % motivator in

this ways

The Coimsnder in Chief SAC from the beginnin& has
used the Vamagotent Control System to iotivate com-
mandern to give emph-%sis to certain inportant areas
and to acMehee certain standards of perfor-.ance in
these areas.'

In this context he is sayinf, that the systen is used

to relay information and act as a control on operations which

is exactly what the regulations provide for. Yet, the Gen-

oval goes further and describes the system as a means of

rating or ranking subordinate units. Ex.erience hes shown

that when one unit is compared with others, competition will

usually eocur. 3c# in this context also the 3ystem is used

for motivation. hach of the individuals interviewed for

tis study was clearly, and soMetimes painfully, aware thatý

the system does pronote intense comnetitin. Both SAC and

TAC have vigorously pursued the motivatin,- feature As an

unstated but widely used tool.

UMfortunately, this aoproach shows a proourl

3Albert L. Pearl, "The 3AC V'anagerent Control Sys'em."
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irorane of control in Its purest use which is what the

regulations claim for the 4.nnalement Control Systen. 'he

esensis of lure control is self-inposed rc-,•ultion to

stated policies and standards. Yet as soon as the element

of cmpetition Is added to the control system the focus

switches from te standards to s. evirarison with the per-

forsnse of one's ~owetitors. The new •aol is that which

is most visible-& good rating$ =nd the function of control,

which presunably was the reason for ort~ivnlly imple-ientine"

the system, becomes secondary.

This condemnation of competition is not .ennrt to

Infer that there to no place for It in the organization.

On the coatrary, it is en 1npo-t.n t i nt In ".*.e ad-ir, a-

trotOin of almost asy enterprise one can .. i.-e. However,

when singled with control, it becomes a destructive force

negating the purposes of control. Numerous other me-ins for

copetitaon among the units are currently iv3lUnble to bot.

SAC and TAC, but the same is not true or control. ::o other

comprehe•sive method for managenent control exists in eitner

command. Still, It is only necessary to reviow the un.v:or-

able comments from the intervievs to recoM16e the debilitat-

SIg effect of t*.' rating feature. Each comilpint is directly

related to this problem.

TIhu, a sliple, but effecttie, 8olutien to the pre-

sent misuse of VS would be to cease usin, it os a co-%-eti-
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.ive rating system. This could be attained merely by not

revealing the scores of collateral units. The control

system could then function in the manner for which it was

intended, and commanders at all levels could use it as a

tool to improve their own operation rather than as a

measure of how much or how little other units are doing.

The clinmate of control also would doubtless benefit from

the change.

Another point in favor of this solution is that the

motivation arising from the competition between units need

not be relinquished. Any number of alternative sources

for comparison could be used. These include the Operational

Readiness Inspections, special composite wing training

missions, or any other effort which is centered on the unit's

mission. The resultant rating would be far .more meaningful

than it now is with the inclusion of such things as bar

profits and news releases.

At the same time the Management Control System is

relieved of its rating function, the items included in the

system should be reviewed with the intention of eliminating

those over which the local commanders have little or no

control. Unless it is clearly possible for the unit to

achieve the standard for an item, the item should be dis-

carded from MCS. Retaining items for which performance is

":"understood" to always be substandard ineffectuates the
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entire :rocess of control. Control necessarily involves

correctingz to standard, and if attainment is impossible,

the standards must be changed o: the item thrown out as

a waste of time and effort.

Concluding Renarks

The T'anagement Control System has all the elements

necessary for it to be an invaluable aid to those who

manage the men and resources of the Strategic Air Command

mnd the Tactical Air Co,-iand. Some of its functions are

abu3ed, but these can be quickly and economically remedied.

.:ith these abuses corrected, the system could contribute

to its full potential to the building and maintenance of a

winning counterforce.
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Sortie: A flight of a single aircraft which simulates

or accomplishes penetration of enemy-held airspace. During

peacetime, it is a training flight for the purpose of

practicing tactics to be used in combat. A sortie is

normally considered flown by a bomber or fighter.

Materiel: Things of all kinds required for the

equipment, maintenance, operation, and support of military

activities, both combat and noncombat. Also, those things

used in combat or logistic support operations, as weapons,

motor vehicles, airplane parts, etc., as distinguished from

items of ordinary use, such as uniforms, food, bedding,

medicines, and similar items.

Operation: That which a person or group of persons

is expected to do in terms of the mission and the overall

function assigned to them. In the plural, usually capitalized,

it is a major subdivision of certain headquarters, headed by

a deputy responsible for advising the commander of his over-

all operation (sense 1). Also, it may refer to an activity

that controls and coordinates the flying and associatetd

activities of an air base. It is in this latter sense that

the term is generally used in this thesis.
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Mission: Any particular business, service, or duty

assignment to be accomplished by a person, organization,

or the like, with the object of contributing functionally

to an overall objective.

Effectiveness: In the sense used in this analysis,

' tb Vo tol VOTMCe &V'r1?ed eff rct

Almost without exception, this effect is the unit's mission.

Efficiency: This term denoted the measure of the

economy of men and materiel in the accomplish ent of a

desired effect.



APPENDIX B

GENERAL FRAMEWORK OF INTERVIEWS

Background Information

1. What is the respondent's duty assignment?
2. How has his job been going the last-week?

Smoothly, roughly,nothing noteworthy, etc.
3. How long has he used IVICS?

-J6Fl##A i-~emos&-end "Kff'cie'ncy'

1. Effectiveness is a measure of how well the unit
accomplishes its mission. Is the operation more
or less effective due to MCS? Why?

2. Efficiency is a measure of how economically the
unit's resources are used in pursuance of its
mission. Is the operation more or less efficient
due to MCS? Why?

3. Is MCS a significant factor in the unit effective-
ness or efficiency?

Features of MCS

1. What are the most favorable features of MCS?
2. What are the least favorable features of MOS?
3. What are the current uses of MCS? or What are

higher headquarters trying to accomplish with
*MCS?

4. Could the system be improved? How?


